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ABSTRACT· 

Using a transactional model of reading and writing, the 

dissertation discusses rhetorical aspects of the experience 

and representation of the American desert. The dissertations 

extends recent nonfiction scholarship that claims nature 

writing as literature by focusing on seven major nonfiction 

works: Some Strange Corners of Our Country (1891), by 

Charles F. Lumrnis; The Desert (1901), by John C. Van Dyke; 

The Land of Little Rain (1903), by Mary Austin; The Desert 

Year (1952), by Joseph Wood Krutch; Desert Solitaire (1968), 

by Edward Abbey; Desert Notes (1976), by Barry Lopez; and 

Secrets from the Center of the World (1990), by Joy Harjo 

and Stephen Strom. 

The Desert, by John C. Van Dyke, is treated in depth, 

in terms of its use of aesthetic experience to argue for 

conservation and for a particular philosophy of nature. Van 

Dyke's establishes his rhetorical stance (including the 

creation of the narrator and appeals he makes to particular 

audiences) and initiates his aesthetic and scientific 

delineation of the subject in the preface to the book, which 

is studied in detail . 

.. - --- --------------- -_. --



CHAPTER 1 

NONFICTION, NATURE WRITING, 

AND JOHN C. VAN DYKE'S THE DESERT 

Did you once read books in order to learn how to live? 
Do you still? 

--Edward Hoagland 

In a recent essay, novelist and nature writer Edward 

Hoagland tries and fails to name a contemporary American 

writer whose work embodies "fidelity and spontaneity" and 

concludes, "How sad that our literature rather lacks 

[these] twin elements of a life lived intelligently" (62). 

He ascribes this lack to a failure of moral vision, which 

has resulted in 

this strange dichotomy we accept nowadays of 
certain authors, like Roth and Updike, writing 
best about nature indoors, and others, like Peter 
Matthiessen and Annie Dillard, ghettoized as 
'nature writers'. (GO) 

In the confines of academia, the traditional division of 

ti~tion and nonfiction parallels this dichotomy; both 

7 

categorizations imply a hierarchy of knowledge about "truth" 

and "reality." Knowledge revealed by art (literature) ranks 

highest, and it has been assumed that nonfiction--knowledge 

----------" -_.-
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exposited--deals in the mundane. The origins of these 

divisions are rhetorical, based on assumptions about the 

reader's response: literature transports, transfigures, 

while nonfiction merely conveys, instructs. 

But, curiously, the writing that is read by the 

greatest number of undergraduates, at least in those 

universities with traditional composition programs, is the 

nonfiction essay, more or less personal, used as models for 

composition students to emulate. Richard Marius, the 

Director of the Expository Writing Program at Harvard 

University, states "the general form of the essay underlies 

all academic discourse" (28). And yet the essay never seems 

to fit, neatly, historically, into the literary canon or 

even contemporary versions of the canon. Rhetorician W. Ross 

Winterowd argues that 

nonfiction literature is as rich and valuable as 
fiction, but . . . Romantic psychology and 
subsequent literary theory devalued t~xts that 
were ostensibly factual rather than 
fictional .... [T]he devaluation of nonfiction 
is one important cause for rhetoric's having been 
banished from English departments and for the 
degradation of composition. ("Reading" 58) 

Perhaps the mechanism works both ways: the use of nonfiction 

in composition classes has contributed to its diminished 

stature. 

The use of nonfiction in composition could justify and 

facilitate a new emphasis, however, as studies in rhetoric 

----- -- ----- ---
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and composition gain stature. In his article "On the Neglect 

of Twentieth-Century Nonfiction: A Writing Teacher's View," 

Dennis Rygiel quantifies the lack of rhetorical and 

stylistic criticism of nonfiction to convince 

the profession to take seriously the nonfiction 
prose so many of us teach, so that we can 
significantly improve our chances of accomplishing 
both the humanistic and pragmatic goals we set for 
ourselves in composition courses. (400) 

Rygiel suggests that schola~ship confers stature, both for 

rhetoric/composition studies and for nonfiction itself. The 

retrieval of rhetoric and the rise in prestige of work in 

composition dictate3 increased scholarship in nonfiction. 

Recent Nonfiction Scholarship 

Although a complete current bibliography of nonfiction 

scholarship does not yet exist, a brief study of several 

current works suggests the accomplishments and directions 

for such research. With the pUblication of The New 

Journalism in 1973, editors Tom Wolfe and E. W. Johnson 

inaugurated the study of that genre. Wolfe argues that 

novelistic devices can serve nonfiction, in presenting 

details of events and scenes and also of "the subjective, 

emotional life of the characters," who of course are not 

actually "characters," this being nonfiction. Or are they? 

._---------- - - . -
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Even the vocabulary suggests a blurring of categories. 

Academic studies of the New Journalism include editor Ronald 

Weber's The Reporter as Artist: A ~ook at the New Journalism 

Controversy (1974), and Mas'ud Zavarsadeh's The Mythopoeic 

Reality: The Postwar American Nonfiction Novel (1976), John 

Hollowell's Fact and Fiction: The New Journalism and the 

Nonfiction Novel (1977), John Hellman's Fables of Fact: The 

New Journalism and the Nonfiction Novel (1981), as well as 

critical studies of the work of Wolfe, Norman Mailer, Truman 

Capote, and Joan Didion. 

Chris Anderson's Style as Argument (1987) could be 

classified as the first contemporary rhetorical study of 

nonfiction, because he investigates the New Journalists 

Wolfe, Capote, Mailer, and Didion in terms of stylistic 

devices that disclose arguments "about the value of language 

itself" (1). 

In my view nonfiction reportage is more than 
informative: it is an effort to persuade us to 
attitudes, interpretations, opinions even 
actions .... More than that, it seem to me that 
nonfiction reportage has taken over many of the 
rhetorical responsibilities of other genres in 
recent American culture. (2) 
I want in this book to take the next step in the 
study of nonfiction discourse, not arguing in the 
abstract for the value of the genre but 
dramatizing that value through concrete, inductive 
readings of actual texts. (4) 

Anderson continues this work in his editing of Literary 

Nonfiction: Theory, Criticism, Pedagogy (1989), which 

---- --' ---'.- '-- .. -
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extends the project from the New Journalism by including 

critical and pedagogical essays on the work of writers such 

as Richard Seltzer, John McPhee, Annie Dillard, Loren 

Eiseley, Gretel Ehrlich, and Lewis Thomas. The selection of 

subjects for this work supports an underlying rationale of 

my project here: nature writing, as an important genre of 

literary nonfiction, epitomizes the richness and variety of 

contemporary nonfiction. In the Southwest United States, 

nature writing, historically and presently so voluminous, 

complex, and artful, is our regional literature. The desert 

overwhelms humans and characters alike. 

In another important theoretical and critical study of 

literary nonfiction, The Rhetoric of the "other" Literature 

(1990), W. Ross Winterowd delineates the dichotomies of 

"presentational literature" (imaginative, non-paraphrasable, 

intuitive) and "the literature of fact" (paraphrasable, 

teachable, discursive). He cites Coleridge's distinction 

between primary and secondary imagination, and DeQuincey's 

distinction between "The Literature of Knowledge and the 

Literature of Power" as modern sources of the division. He 

argues that the division was perpetuated by Susanne K. 

Langer's classification of presentational and discursive 

symbolism and subsequent influential literary theorists such 

as Wellek and Warren and Northrop Frye, and psychological 

studies such as Endel Tulving's proposal of the semantic and 
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episodic components of memory which determine a similar 

division of kinds of knowledge (4-120). 

To counter this historical and hierarchical division, 

Winterowd relies on Kenneth Burke's claims, in The 

Philosophy of LiterarY Form, that "poetry, or any verbal 

act, is to be considered as 'symbolic action'" and that 

symbolic action is the "dancing of an attitude" (Burke 8-9). 

Winterowd grounds his application of rhetorical terminology 

and issues to the study of lyric, and by corollary, the 

study of nonfiction as lyric, in Burke's conception of 

attitude: 

Insofar as a choice of action is restricted, 
rhetoric seeks rather to have a formative effect 
upon attitude (as a criminal condemned to death 
might by priestly rhetoric be brcught to an 
attitude of repentance and resignation). Thus, in 
Cicero and Augustine there is a shift between the 
words "move" (movere) and "bend" (flectere) to 
name the ultimate function of rhetoric. This shift 
corresponds to a distinction between act and 
attitude (attitude being an incipient act, a 
leaning or inclination). Thus the notion of 
persuasion to attitude would permit the 
application of rhetorical terms to purely poetic 
structures; the study of lyrical devices might be 
classed under the head of rhetoric, when these 
devices are considered for their power to induce 
or communicate states of mind to readers, even 
though the kinds of assent evoked have no overt, 
practical outcome. (A Rhetoric of Motives 50) 

Winterowd's argument--that the broadening of the definition 

and the locus of argument resulting"from Burke's work and 

the study of ethos, logos, and pathos, in critical readings 

of specific texts, illuminate and "reestablish an important 

.. --.- ---- -_ .... _--------_.- - ~ - -
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part of the canon" (x)--adds to Anderson's and Rygiel's 

arguments for future rhetorical studies. Winterowd's 

critical readings, of the nature writing of Barry Lopez and 

Peter Matthiessen, suggest once again the importance of this 

genre of nonfiction to the revised, emerging canon. 

Not only is the emerging canon by nature revisable, and 

inclusive, it is increasingly open to ethical explorations. 

As Hoagland suggests, ethical issues lie at the heart of 

literature, and artful explorations of these issues define 

literary nonfiction. In search of a literature that includes 

rather than excludes, Walter R. Fisher, in Human 

Communication as Narration (1987), does not so much open the 

gates of the canon as he tears down the fence between poetic 

and other types of discourse, to subsume all discourse in a 

narrative paradigm. He argues that "humans are 

storytellers .... The world as we know it is a set of 

stories that must be chosen among in order for us to live 

life in a process of continual re-creation" (5). For Fisher, 

criticism involves testing rationality and fidelity: does a 

story (any work of literature or philosophical or technical 

or public discourse, as all disct~r~e is essentially story) 

make a reliable claim to reality, and is the account 

faithful to related accounts we already believe (175)? 

Fisher brings "good reasons" to bear on "aesthetic proofs," 

as "representations of reality that fall somewhere between 



analogies and examples" (162). "Aesthetic proof" admits 

argument to the arena, with ethics not far behind. 

14 

Wayne Booth's study The Company We Keep: An Ethics of 

Fiction (1988) overtly proposes a return to ethical 

criticism--not judgment, but the description of "the 

encounters of a story-teller's ethos with that of the reader 

or listener" (8). Of this encounter, viewed from the 

standpoint of the writer, Barry Lopez borrows an admonition 

from the oral culture of the Inuit: "you're only a 

storyteller as long as the stories you tell help your 

people. When they don't, you are no longer a storyteller" 

(Lecture November 27 1990). Ethical criticism--how art does 

or does not "help"--is the province of rhetorical 

interpretation, "which arises whenever the work is 

considered relative to an audience's response" (Fisher 161). 

Booth recognizes this, in his discussion of Louise 

Rosenblatt's distinctions between aesthetic and efferent 

readings, where he argues that "the load of values carried 

away from the experience can often be most substantial when 

the reader has been least conscious of anything other than 

'aesthetic' involvement" (14). For Booth, as a rhetorician, 

the ethics of reading is not the search for moral 

prescriptives, but the "effort to discover what is good or 

bad for us in our condition here and !!.Qli" (489). Nature 

writing, as a genre of nonfiction that always treats "how to 

-------- --- _.- ---
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live" here and now, seems an obvious choice for ethical--by 

definition, rhetorical--study. 

Art and Argument: Claims of Nature Writing as Literature 

A history of the rhet~ricai tensions that have created 

the widely-read contemporary essay is a project for another 

time and place. It is enough now to say that ultimately the 

essay, even the very personal essay which argues a vision 

more than a point, is argument, but argument is not art. 

Conventionally, argument is reducible; it displays the 

quality whose absence marks literature. But a hallmark of 

the postmodern literary age is the absorption, the 

dissolution of such "straw binaries" (Crowley 11). Perhaps 

we occasionally pass F. Scott Fitzgerald's "test of a first

rate intelligence [which is] the a~ility to hold two opposed 

ideas in the mind at the same time, and still retain the 

ability to function" (405). Despite the less esteemed 

position nonfiction, even literary nonfiction, holds in the 

academic canon, literary nonfiction--in particular nature 

writing--paradoxically (or perhaps not) offers the most 

fruitful ground for an ethical literature, at the point 

where argument becomes art. 
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For instance, the nature writer Barry Lopez argues, 

hopes, that nature writing "will not only one day produce a 

major and lasting body of American literature, but that it 

might also provide the foundation for a reorganization of 

American political thought" ("Barry Lopez" 297). Hoagland 

links contemporary novelists' lack of moral force--the 

shortcoming of our literature--with arguments for 

conservation, which, explicitly or not, underlie 

contemporary nature writing: 

this fleering assumption that God is either dead 
or a plaything helps explain why my reductive 
colleagues--and they are legion--both in their 
work and their public personae have shown no 
anguish at the holocaust that is quickly consuming 
the natural world, and thereby have countenanced 
it. (62) 

Those contemporary writers who do not ,countenance it in 

their writing are labeled nature writers, ghettoized by 

association with their subject, as nature itself is 

increasingly objectified, even by those who celebrate it. 

The turning away from the natural world to the human, the 

world of the mind, that lies at the core of Western 

traditions, despite occasional Romantic (and some would add, 

feminine) protests, has led to a more or less recognized 

physical crisis whose resolution requires global effort: art 

and argument. 

In a recent talk with graduate creative writing 

students at the University of Arizona, Lopez named Moby Dick 

-- .-- -- ,-- - --
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as the best American nature writing, and as an example of 

what is best about American literature. He said that "it can 

illuminate relationship between people and landscape" 

(Lecture, November 27 1990). The ethics of this 

relationship, always interesting, are now crucial. Ethics, 

as a system of moral values that determine choices made by 

individuals in relation to others, rests on a network of 

relationships that a contemporary literature--founded on the 

death of God, physical unrootedness, confusion of means and 

ends arising from the worship of technology--mostly refuses 

to speak for. The strength of literary nonfiction is that it 

has remained outside the canon, avoiding detours--such as 

New Criticism, which denied social, ethical contexts--taken 

by modern literary theory. We should expect contributions 

from nature writing that illustrate the value of diversity 

to an ecology of literature. 

The Aesthetic Experience of Nature 

We assume a time when our primal ancestors became 
able to go from SENSATIONS to WORDS. (When they 
could duplicate the experience of tasting an 
orange by saying 'the taste of an orange,' that 
was WHEN STORY CAME INTO THE WORLD). 

--Kenneth Burke 

I fancy that one cannot enjoy a pure aesthetic 
sensation (so-called) for longer than one can 

- ------ ._----------------,-- -- - - -
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enjoy the smell of an orange, which in my case is 
less than two minutes. 

--Kenneth Clark 

The experience of nature is a primal story, with 

elements, from the beginning, of both religion and of 

worldly response to beauty. The aesthetic response to a 

place is as often catalogued as its natural history, and the 

aesthetic vision of an individual writer is integral to the 

'fictionalization' of nature, of making nature into 

literature. Of course a primary emphasis on the aesthetic 

experience is not for every nature writer, but there has 

always been notice of nature. In search of historical 

origins of accounts of aesthetic experiences of nature, 

Roderick Nash's Wilderness and the American Mind (1967) 

argues that the primarily aesthetic, Romantic view 

originates, surprisingly, from 

breakthroughs in European astronomy and physics 
that marked the beginning of the Enlightenment. As 
scientists revealed a universe that was at once 
vast, complex, and harmonious, they strengthened 
the belief that this majestic and marvelous 
creation had a divine source. (45) 

Even today, no nature essay, or at least no nature writer's 

body of work, is neutral on the existence of God or man's 

relationship to God and to the physical world. The elements 

that mark nature writing--science and religion, or various 



manifestations of the two--have not only been originally 

linked, but show an original interdependence. 

Tracing the advent of nature writing in America, Nash 

cites the rising importance of the concept of sublimity in 

19 

the 18th century, the advent of deism (which based belief in 

God on the application of reason to nature), and the 

influence of Rousseau's primitivism, which precipitated 

Romantic writing about nature on the continent, to be taken 

up by Americans who traveled. 

By the 1840's it was commonplace for literati of 
the major Eastern cities to make periodic 
excursions into the wilds, collect "impressions," 
and return to their desks to write descriptive 
essays which dripped love of scenery and solitude 
in the grand Romantic manner. The capacity to 
appreciate wilderness was in fact deemed one of 
the qualities of a gentleman. (GO) 

When Ralph Waldo Emerson's Nature (l83G) appears, nature has 

become a spiritual haven, often associated with privileged 

economic class, and nature writing has become art. 

But pioneer experience tempered the Romantic view. The 

desert Southwest, for instance, had almost no Romantic 

spokesperson until the publication of John C. Van Dyke's The 

Desert in 1901. While Nash recognizes the late 19th century 

impulse toward the Romantic, patriotic appreciation of 

wilderness (exemplified by Charles Lummis in the Southwest), 

critics agree that The Desert subordinates patriotism to 

visual aesthetics, as Withe first work to praise the desert 

--- -- ---------- ---- ---- --~ --
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for its beauty ... [which] led the way in a major shift of 

the culture's outlook on the arid portion of its natural 

heritage" (Wild "A Western Sun" 21'1). An aesthetic view of 

the southwestern "wastelands" arose from the Romantic 

influences dispersed from European culture, of which Van 

Dyke, as a professor of art history at Rutgers, would have 

been well aware. 

Aesthetic apprehension is nothing new to nature 

writing. Nash, as well as Thomas Lyon in This Incomperable 

~ande, recognize the debt of nature writing to the journal 

accounts of early explorers. For the New World, it begins 

with Christopher Columbus' journal entries, this one from 

October 21, 1492: "The singing of little birds is such that 

it seems that a man could never wish to leave this place" 

(Lyon 25). Of course, other aspects besides beauty find 

their ways into the accounts. Apprehension of a landscape is 

transactional; explorers read experiences through the filter 

of their cultures. In a study of nature writing from 1733 to 

1860, Robert Whitmore Bradford notes that "[v]arious 

influences from literature, religion, science and art cause 

what begins as a routine account of a journey of exploration 

to become the record of a spiritual quest" (1080). Writers 

seem quite unable to follow the philosopher Wittgenstein's 

dictum that "we must do away with all explanation and 

description alone must take its place" (section 109). Or 

--- ------ -_. - --
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perhaps they could, if readers would read "description 

alone." But, perhaps because of the limits of human 

attention suggested by art critic Kenneth Clark above, 

writers and readers alike require more: readers require 

story, whether narration of events or scientific or 

philosophical explanation. In the case of The Desert, Van 

Dyke's stated intention is merely to describe "something of 

what I have seen in these two years of wandering" (ix), but 

he goes much farther, to present observations of nature as 

manifestations of his philosophy, exhibiting the influences 

of Darwinism and Transcendentalism. 

This is typical of nineteenth-century nature writing, 

and its tradition continues. The Romanticism of nature 

writers encompasses religion and art to culminate in the 

spiritual quest that seems typical of early, and some 

contemporary, nature writing. Kenneth Johnson, in his study 

"The Lost Eden: The New World in American Nature Writing" 

argues that nature writers (such as Thoreau and Muir) of the 

late 19th century abandoned the myth of America as Eden 

when, as naturalists, they realized the need to argue 

preservation (3346). The conservation movement required 

science: Muir's accounts of ecological damage by sheep set 

the stage for, much later, Rachel Carson's account of our 

dying oceans. Johnson also identifies the influence of art 

(for this period, the vogue of the Picturesque) on nature 

._-_ .. _----------.- -_.-_.-
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writing, and religion (Transcendentalism). Nash argues the 

roots of nature writing in Enlightenment science and 

Romanticism. Lyon suggests that 

the nature essay developed as a distinct genre 
only toward the close of the eighteenth century, 
after the Romantic movement in philosophy and 
literature had helped give the individual 
experience of nature, in all its intuitive and 
emotional vagueness yet penetrating insight, some 
credibility and standing .... But nature writing 
is not simply Romantic; it also owes much to 
science, both in its use of the empirical findings 
of scientists and in its incorporation ... of 
scientific theory. (19-20) 

Lyon praises nature writers as "inveterate and important 

synthesizers," from early syntheses of nature and religion 

(the "Argument by Design" as proof of God's existence) 

through the Darwinian revolution, of which 1he Desert is a 

good example. Nature writers must synthesize for rhetorical 

reasons: for audiences, as for art historian and critic 

Kenneth Clark, beauty is not enough. Even fervent devotees 

of Art for Art's Sake, such as John Van Dyke, give moral 

instruction in a higher intent for artistic creation, a 

better way to see. story is necessarily born of sensation: 

in nature writing, story is not only narrated events but 

geology, biology, physics, history, philosophy. 

------------- --~.-
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Nature Writing Now 

As for present accomplishments of nature writing, 

Hoagland concedes the "rudimentary" portrayal of human 

beings in even the best contemporary work, while looking 

back to Melville and Faulkner as Americans who "wrote better 

about both people and the outdoors than any living writer" 

(60). Thomas J.Lyon, in the opening chapters of his 

comprehensive anthology of American nature writing This 

Incomperable Lande (1989), hopes for a re-evaluation of the 

status of nature writing, which is presently "secondary at 

best" (xiv). If nature writing is to be literature of the 

first rank and not just scene or the inventory of natural 

history, it requires individual, moral vision and, as a 

national literature, "an understanding of why the human 

heart and the land have been brought together so regularly 

in human history" (Lopez "story" 66). 

Lyon begins his history of the genre with Joyce Carol 

Oates' admonition that nature writing exhibits "a painfully 

limited set of responses ... REVERENCE, AWE, PIETY, 

MYSTICAL ONENESS," but ends by citing Lopez's proposal for 

a literature that effects change. Even Oates drops her 

resistance to the genre when nature is "brilliantly 

fictionalized in the service of a writer's individual vision 

... in which case it becomes yet another, and ingenious, 

,---- --~.-
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form of ~torytelling" (Oates 239). The eAamples Oates gives 

of this "fictionalization" are taken from nonfiction by 

Thoreau and Colette; she does not mean descriptions of 

nature in service to plot and character, except as the 

actions and persona of the author. The nature writer who 

delivers inspired characterization, whose writing moves 

people increasingly imprisoned by their mistreatment of 

nature with stories of people in nature, will escape not 

only the ghetto of nature writing but perhaps help us to 

escape the ghetto we have made of nature. It is ironic that 

as the American wilderness becomes more and more 

artifactual, American nature writing becomes more and more 

legitimate, publicly and academically. 

"But in the end, the deepest influence, the inner life 

of the nature essay, is still the writer's response to the 

land itself," Lyon states (23). The land--not the people on 

it--which may explain why nature writing has not yet 

successfully combined the "inside" and the "outside." 

Humanistic geographers, on a more scientific tack, have 

appropriated for the academy the "painfully limited set of 

responses" to nature by naming them. The geographer Yi-Fu 

Tuan has coined the terms "topophilia" and "geopiety" to 

cover man's emotional ties to place, to include the simplest 

and most complex response to nature that is a recognition of 

--- ---------- ---- --. 
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beauty (1974 4 and 1976 12). Another geographer, David 

Lowenthal, argues that the 

geography of the world is unified only by human 
logic and optics, by the light and color of 
artifice, by decorative arrangement, and by ideas 
of the good, the true, and the beautiful. (Tuan 
1971 ii) 

The land, as physical as it seems, is a human construct, to 

which rhetorical issues are central. Humans speak from the 

land about it, or not from it not about it, or from 

somewhere, about something, in between. What the land means 

is a matter of argument, of claims about perceptions and 

representations of scientific information and of beauty, of 

language. Tuan describes the feeling of beauty "as the 

sudden contact with an aspect of ret!ity that one has not 

known before," and the aesthetic experience can range from a 

sudden, profound experience of the sublime to the "pleasure 

of looking closely" (Tuan 1974 94 and Lyon 5). A rhetorical 

analysis of nature writing must consider the role of the 

aesthetic experience, because it is unchallenged as a 

necessary element of nature writing, whether the writing is 

informed by the modern writer's sense of impending loss of 

beauty, the Romantic's legitimization of the experience of 

it, or the explorer's astonishment at the freshness of the 

New World. 

The tension between the expressionistic (communication 

of the individual, personal response) and the 
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epistemological (truth, knowledge, information that leads to 

these) is ripe for rhetorical study, because the dualities 

of science/romance, public/personal reflect issues that 

constitute the relationship of writer to reader. And in 

fact, the dualities do not exist: what exists are 

transactions between and among them. Nature writing, 

constituted from personal reactions to the natural world, 

mediated by social situation, absorbs the dualities of 

culture: in ours, prominently outside/inside, 

public/personal, science/romance. The dualities comprise 

human experience, and in a recent article on Thoreau's 

rhetoric, J.L. Campbell proposes nature writing as 

"scripture, a re-creation of the 'truth' or 'meaning' of 

experience--the involvement of the writer with the world 

that is revealed to be less than clearly 'out there'" (63-

4). The overriding purpose of nature writing, as literature 

or as scripture, is the synthesis of human experience. 

The accomplishment of Van Dyke's The Desert is that, in 

its synthesis of visual aesthetic response, natural history, 

and religious philosophy, it transformed, and continues to 

transform, the landscape for its readers. First, it 

transforms the desert from a wasteland to a place of great 

beauty, "a dream landscape" (56). Second, it transforms the 

location of Nature from any place to myriad processes, 

culminating in the "great law of change that passeth 
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understanding" (1~9). Third, the book transforms the desert 

from inert object to a source, not only of beauty or clean 

air, but of an integrated grounding of ethical and aesthetic 

concerns: "If we would know the great truths we must seek 

them at the source" (viii). In the next chapters, these 

transformations will be demonstrated in terms of the bool:'s 

language, structure, and tropes, and in terms of its 

relation to other works of what Van Dyke first named "desert 

literature" (My Golden Aqe 245). 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE DESERT: BEGINNINGS 

The Mohave showed a slightly different face and a 
somewhat different vegetation from the Colorado, 
but in light, air, and color, the two deserts were 
practically one. A number of extinct volcanoes and 
many petrified and cracked lava flows, with desert 
floors packed with small stones like a mosaic 
pavement, offered some study. I had been studying 
the breakdown and pushout of mountains into 
valleys and plains for many weeks. And I had been 
writing about that and a hundred other things as 
they carne up in the desert. ("My Golden Age" 165-
6) 

With this, Van Dyke interrupts his account of his travels to 

mention the notes that would eventually become The Desert. 

Although a few pages earlier in his unpublished 

autobiography he writes "I had no definite line of travel in 

mind. I was not an exploring expedition, was making no map, 

and keeping no journal. I had no thought of ever writing 

about the trip" (161), soon he was 

studying every phase of the desert, and during the 
heat of the day, when I could get in the shadow of 
a rock wall, I was writing my impressions (162). 
I set out to describe the desert from an 
aesthetic, not a scientific point of view (166). 

---- ~----- .~--. ~- - ~ 
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The visual similarities of two deserts, and curiously, the 

"stones like a mosaic pavement"--nature imitating art-

prompt Van Dyke's writing, and this impulse finds its way 

into The Desert's preface. While Van Dyke coyly presents the 

book as "only an excuse for talking about the beautiful 

things in this desert world," ultimately the book is much 

more than that (ix). Van Dyke, with his well-trained eye, 

begins with his visual impressions, then elaborates on its 

climate, biology, and geology, and, ultimately, his 

philosophy of Nature. The book, forecast by its preface, 

becomes a complex characterization of the desert arising 

from Van Dyke's appreciation of the landscape as art. 

Van Dyke and Desert Literature 

To say that Van Dyke's eye was well-trained is 

understatement. The travels that resulted in The Desert were 

undertaken in the years 1898-1901, when Van Dyke took a 

leave from his position as head librarian at the New 

Brunswick Theological Seminary of Rutgers College, where he . 

concurrently held a professorship of art history. Van Dyke's 

life is chronicled in his unpublished autobiography, "My 

Golden Age" (1929), and the autobiographical The Open 

Spaces: Incidents of Nights and Days Under the Blue Sky 

._---------------_.- ---- --
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(1922), and concise and accurate information has been 

provided by critic and literary historian Peter Wild, 

especially in his John C. Van Dyke: The Desert (1988). Wild 

discusses Van Dyke's youthful experience of the Minnesota 

frontier and his trips West as well as around the world, and 

chronicles his professional accomplishments. Van Dyke 

"lectured at Columbia, Princeton, and Harvard, and his books 

on travel and art appreciation won him fame" (13). Wild 

gives accounts of Van Dyke's social milieu; the professor 

counted among his friends Andrew Carnegie, whose 

posthumously-published autobiography he edited, as well as 

Mark Twain and the artist James McNeil Whistler (see Wild 

"Van Dyke's Shoes"). As for his intellectual life, Van 

Dyke's work in art history includes numerous guidebooks to 

European museums, general studies of art (for instance, Art 

for Art's Sake (1893), How to Judge of a Picture (1880), The 

Meaning of Pictures (1903), What Is Art? (1910» that. argue 

his Art for Art's Sake philosophy, and an important study of 

Rembrandt, revealing some of his paintings to have been 

executed by his students (Rembrandt a~d His School (1923». 

Van Dyke's interest in the aesthetics of landscape resulted 

in six books of "natural appearance," including studies of 

the sea, mountains, the Grand Canyon, and the meadows of New 

Jersey, as well as the desert (see Wild "A Western Sunil). 

Van Dyke's eye is not only well-trained in critical art 

.---.~ - .... _ .. -_ ... 
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theory of his day, but in visual experience of nature. The 

intellectual context of his vision reflects scientific, 

artistic and Romantic trends of his time, including Darwin, 

Ruskin and the Transcendentalists (see Wild and Ingham, 

possibly forthcoming). 

By far the best known of his books of "natural 

appearance," to contemporary readers, The Desert has been 

called "[t]he first major break in the traditional attitude 

toward the desert" (Walker 185). Wild identifies The Desert 

as "the most obvious early bloom of an entire genre of 

Western American literature," which manifested a shift in 

public attitudes toward the arid lands of the Southwest 

(John C. Van Dyke: The Desert 8). Van Dyke himself names the 

genre in an argument against including characterizations of 

people in nature writing, in "desert literature": the "human 

element" has "no place in wild nature, because Nature itself 

is, or should be, the all absorbing topic" ("My Golden Age" 

245). For thirty years after its first publication, the 

volume went through many editions, and is still in print. As 

critic and bibliophile Lawrence Clark Powell notes in his 

survey of Southwestern literature, "R.ll Southwestern book 

trails lead to The Desert" (315). 

-------- .----- --. 
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The Desert: "Preface-Dedication" 

One way to begin to analyze Van Dyke's accomplishment 

in The Desert, especially considering the dearth of critical 

studies of non-fiction (Rygiel 400) is with the "Preface

Dedication," wherein Van Dyke initiates his "rhetorical 

stance," a term defined by Wayne Booth as "the proper 

balance among the three elements that are at work in !any 

communicative effort: the available arguments about the 

subject itself, the interests and peculiarities of the 

audience, and the voice, the implied character of the 

speaker" (111). Van Dyke's preface accounts for all 

aspects--argument, audience, and authorial character--of his 

stance. W. Ross Winterowd, in The Rhetoric of the 'Other' 

Literature (1990), elaborates on the analysis of nonfiction 

by attention to these Aristotelian elements, arguments using 

the appeals to logos (the subject at hand), pathos (the 

sympathies of the audience), ~thos (the author's implied 

character). Winterowd suggests that a text's ability to 

produce "esthetic immersion" is the test of its value as 

literature: "we immerse ourselves in unified texts, whether 

'factual' or fictive" (121). Therefore, nonfiction that 

presents meaningful subject matter in a form the reader 

takes as unified can yield an "aesthetic" reading, which the 

literary theorist Louise Rosenblatt defines as one in which 
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"the reader's primary concern is with what happens during 

the actual reading event" (24). Winterowd, furthermore, 

suggests that a reading emphasizing ethos, the author's 

implied character, reveals unity in nonfiction as 

"presentational literature," wherein "facts have value not 

as information (or at least not solely as information), but 

as manifestations of attitude or as the basis for a 

meditative discussion" (129). In The Desert, Van Dyke's 

ethos--the credibility of his persona,--originates in his 

position in relation to his subject and to his audience. His 

writing begins from his first-hand study of the desert. He 

reads the landscape, using scientific facts to argue a 

philosophy of Nature, and his emphasis of this position 

results in the subordination of logos to ethos, as the way 

unity facilitates immersion. By presenting the attitude and 

establishing his aims for the reader in the "Preface

Dedication," Van Dyke lays the foundation of his argument 

and his aesthetic concerns, determines his relationship with 

his audience, and creates a persona. 

Kenneth Burke, in The Philosophy of Literary Form, 

states that any verbal act can be "considered as 'symbolic 

action' ... the dancing of an attitude" (8-9). The Desert, 

as literature, depends on ethos, on the text's working out 

and display of the author's attitude, and the attitude 

begins the preface. From the very first sentence, Van Dyke 

---_._- ---. -
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presents a character that questions and presents concerns 

about traditional values: "After the making of Eden carne a 

serpent, and after the gorgeous furnishing of the world, a 

human being. Why the existence of the destroyers?" (v). For 

"every bird and beast and creeping thing . . . his 

civilization means their destruction. . . . The great 

annihilator has corne and fear travels with him" (v-vi). "The 

artificial desert--the desert made by the tramp of human 

feet"--begins the book, overturning the traditional contrast 

of civilization and the desert, the desert as untracked, 

desolate and therefore worthless wilderness (vi). The desert 

is defined as wasteland, but the "same thick air" that lies 

between "you and st. Peter's dome ... allover Europe, all 

around the Mediterranean, even over in Mesopotamia" signals 

the true wasteland, artificially created and aesthetically 

desolate (viii). Throughout the book, Van Dyke's work 

subverts stereotypical notions of the desert, as well as 

traditional notions of beauty. 

But Van Dyke tempers his didacticism by presenting an , 
ethical character, initiated in the preface. He hopes to 

persuade the book's reader of the validity of his reading of 

the desert, using his knowledge based on direct experience. 

He has seen "the same thick air" of Europe and the 

Mediterranean, the "chemical color" of Venice and 

Constantinople, and now he has spent two years in the 

,,-,"-_°0 --"'- __ ..-'- 0° _ 
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Colorado and Mohave Deserts. His logic draws on the 

observable facts: "the desert made by the tramp of human 

feet" (vi). He reveals his moral character (and 

strategically claims his audience's) by stating "everyone 

must have cast a backward glance and seen Nature's beauties 

beaten to ashes under the successive marches of 

civilization" (vi). The vision itself is presented, in the 

preface, as a humble "impression and but little more" (ix). 

His passion for his subject, tempered by his claim to 

honesty, and his use of "you" to address the audience 

(including both the dedicatee and the "nature-loving 

public") create an atmosphere of good will. 

In search of an ideal representation of beauty, Van 

Dyke paints a landscape without humans; there is no "occult 

relation" between man and Nature. Van Dyke's voice is the 

only one in the book and the preface establishes its 

boundaries. From the preface, we perceive his passion for 

the natural landscape, his first-hand knowledge of this 

particular place, and humility: 

Perhaps I can tell you something of what I have 
seen in these two years of wandering; but I shall 
never b~ able to tell you the grandeur of these 
mountains .... We shoot arrows at the sun in 
vain; yet still we shoot. (ix) 

He is "only a lover," attempting "a record" that is "at 

least truthful" (ix). This subordinate stance makes the 

consummate ethical appeal. 
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David Sudol, in his article "Perspective and Purpose: 

Person in John C. Van Dyke's The Desert" provides a thorough 

and interesting discussion of Van Dyke's use of first, 

second, and third person throughout the book. He argues that 

Van Dyke achieves his purpose of persuading his audience to 

his view by beginning with his impressions (first person), 

quickly moving to second person in order to include the 

reader, and ending with "we", a synthesizing of writer and 

reader that is powerfully persuasive. The preface shows this 

dynamic, which synthesizes the appeal of the writer's 

character and appeals to the audience, in brief. Van Dyke 

himself observes humanity, "the destroyers,lV enjoins the 

reader "[w]hen you are in Rome again . . . notice how dense 

is the atmosphere between you and st. Peter's dome," and 

finally, invites the reader to follow him "beyond the wire 

fence of civilization," where, "If we would know the great 

truths we must seek them at the source" (v, vi, vii, viii). 

So, from the first paragraph of the preface, the reader 

knows that Van Dyke places civilization in opposition to 

Nature, that for him civilization means the destruction of 

Nature, and that he opposes these actions. Van Dyke offers 

no solution to this conflict, except romance. He presents 

himself as a lover of Nature, of the desert in particular: 

Perhaps I can tell you something of what I have 
seen in these two years of wandering .... The 
desert has gone a-begging for a word of praise 
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has in me only a lover. (ix) 
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From the preface onward, The Desert is "dancing" Van Dyke's 

romantic attitude. Being a lover of the desert establishes 

the intensity of his engagement with it. He places himself 

in opposition to "man," in sympathy with the implied 

landscape-as-woman. Van Dyke's particular use of the desert, 

perhaps the only use that would not overtly destroy it, is 

as the ultimate aesthetic object. Van Dyke is, after all, a 

man in the West, and as Wild has noted, "the sexuality of 

the bachelor's language is often thinly veiled, if veiled at 

all" ("Van Dyke's Shoes" 412). The stance dissembles; the 

author is "only a lover" and the book is "only an excuse." 

Van Dyke appeals to his audience with passionate virility, 

tempered with humility. The very presence of this dynamic, 

the appeal of a reader of the desert who is in turn seducing 

his readers, suggests an argument is forthcoming. 

For both Van Dyke's original audience and readers 

today, the argument originates in the unexpected, which may 

explain the preparations so artfully made in the preface. 

The original audience does not expect beauty in the desert, 

and he warns that this is his attitude, his thesis. For 

modern readers, expecting the environmental polemics that 

compel most modern nature writers, the preface shows that 

any argument for conservation arises from the foremost aim, 

---... _._ •.. _--- _._-- --- -
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the communication of Van Dyke's visual aesthetic: what is 

beautiful and' why. For both his original and for present day 

audiences, the value of what Van Dyke has to say can be 

measured by his ability to work against expectations, to 

have the reader see what he sees, not what she expects. 

Ethos, as established in the preface, arises from the 

author's criticism of civilization's destruction of nature 

and his insistence on the beauty of the desert and 

particularly on the value of beauty. 

Ultimately, the question of conservation is 

unimportant, as is even man's appreciation of nature's 

beauty, because 

Nothing human is of long duration. Men and their 
deeds are obliterated, the race itself fades; but 
Nature goes calmly on with her projects. She works 
not for man's enjoyment, but for her own 
satisfaction and her own glory. She made the fat 
lands of the earth with all their fruits and 
flowers and foliage; and with no less care she 
made the desert with its sands and cacti. She 
intended that each should remain as she made 
it ... when man is gone, the sand and the heat 
will come back to the desert. The desolation of 
the kingdom will live again ... the opalescent 
mirage will waver skyward on wings of light, 
serene in its sol i tude" though no human eye sees 
nor human tongue speaks its loveliness. (62) 

The nihilistic overtones of Van Dyke's nature philosophy 

perhaps even lend it credibility for a modern audience. The 

truth of his impressions is an important consideration, this 

being non-fiction; he intends "the nature-loving 

public ... will accept this record ... as at least 

--------- .. -~- --
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truthful" (ix). In explaining the need to go beyond "park 

and garden nature-study," Van Dyke writes "If we would know 

the great truths we must seek them at the source" (viii). 

Civilization, with all its contingencies and imperfections, 

cannot be, for Van Dyke, worthy of investigation. 

That Van Dyke's conservation argument arises from his 

intention to communicate aesthetic values can be seen most 

easily in the contrast, established in the preface, between 

the air of "the artificial desert" and the "clear and 

scentless . . . sky-blown sunshot atmosphere" of the 

American West (vii). This point has important ramifications 

for arguments developed later. For Van Dyke, the source of 

the aesthetic value of the desert is primarily its air, and 

what conservation argument exists in the book concerns the 

preservation of the deserts' air. His most direct statement 

of what is beautiful about the desert, "the most decorative 

landscape in the world" (56), is f~llowed by his lament that 

it will not endure, because agricultural development will 

destroy the quality of the air. 

To turn this desert into an agricultural tract 
would be to increase humidity, and that would be 
practically to nullify the finest air on the 
continent. And why are not good air and climate as 
essential to human well-being as good beef and 
good bread? . . . The deserts should never be 
reclaimed. They are the breathing-spaces of the 
west (58-9). 
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This argument, in turn, leads to Van Dyke's overriding 

concern, present in his art criticism as well as his nature 

books: 

The aesthetic sense--the power to enjoy through 
the eye, the ear, and the imagination--is just as 
important a factor in the scheme of human 
happiness as the corporeal sense of eating and 
drinking; but there has never been a time when the 
world would admit it. (61) 

That he does not expect "the world" to ever admit it 

undercuts any argument for environmental preservation. He 

catalogs destruction of the environment across the country, 

from Indiana to Alaska and Wisconsin to California, but 

integral to his philosophy of Nature is that "sooner or 

later Nature will come to her own again" (60, 62). His 

certainty that civilization is as inevitable as it is 

destructive, up to the point at which it destroys itself, 

leads to his speculations on the purposes and workings of 

nature--his philosophy of Nature--illustrated by both his 

descriptions of the beauty of nature and his scientific 

explanations. 

In the book itself, Van Dyke is like a pair of keen 

eyes, unattached to contexts of historical time, social 

environment, and literal space, recalling Emerson's 

declaration that, in the woods, "I become a transparent eye-

ball. I am nothing. I see all .... I am the lover of 

uncontained and immortal beauty" (Nature 13). Although Van 

---- ..... --- .----
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Dyke and Emerson begin with literal visions of nature, their 

readings arrive at very different conclusions. Van Dyke 

would never agree that 

In the tranquil landscape, and especially in the 
distant line of the horizon, man beholds somewhat 
as beautiful as his own nature. 
The greatest delight which the fields and woods 
minister, is the suggestion of an occult relation 
between man and the vegetable. ("Nature" 13). 

Van Dyke's view is too modern (or too Romantic) to allow any 

relationship between the !'destroyers" and nature except 

adversity and mystery, which for Van Dyke are Nature's 

method. 

The feminized Nature, in opposition to "man," is 

idealized: the ultimate, eternal source, perfect beauty 

personified. While Van Dyke implies the metaphor of 

landscape-as-woman, the genderization of Nature is explicit; 

the d.ifference is important because one is an object and the 

other is beyond perception, knowable only by "her" 

processes. To use literary theorist Roland Barthes' analysis 

of texts, and considering Van Dyke as reader, the desert is 

an object, a text, of desire, but attempting to read the 

Nature that contains it is an attempt to experience bliss. 

Barthes sets two kinds of texts, two kinds of reading, in 

opposition: 

Text of pleasure: the text that contents, fills, 
grants euphoria; the text that comes from culture 
and does not break with it .... Text of bliss: 
the text that imposes a state of loss, the text 

-------_._-.- -- --



that discomforts ... unsettles the reader's 
historical. cultural, psychological assumptions. 
(Barthes 14) 

Van Dyke both experiences and represents the d~sert as 

beyond his culture, and his translation of his reading is 
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certainly meant to unsettle his audience. The impossibility 

of Van Dyke's task, to represent a visual experience with 

language, further coincides with Barthes' characterization: 

With the writer of bliss (and his reader) begins 
the untenable text, the impossible text. This text 
is outside pleasure, outside critjcism ... you 
cannot speak "on" such a text, you can only speak 
"in" it, in its fashion, enter into a desperate 
plagiarism, hysterically affirm the void of bliss 
(Barthes 22). 

Van Dyke's masculine image--"We shoot arrows at the sun in 

vain; yet still we shoot" (xi)--identifies this failure. The 

desert remains for him an emblem of "the void of bliss"; at 

the end of the book, "Mystery--that haunting sense of the 

unknown--is all that remains" (233). Nature, feminine or 

otherwise, is beyond criticism, beyond objective knowing, 

the ultimate "other." His genderization of Nature, in the 

convention of the time, acknowledges this otherness as it 

attempts to claim familiarity. 
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Vision 

The identification of beauty is Va~ Dyke's primary aim, 

and he can lay claim to dealing in truth that originates 

with its subject, because, as he states in an earlier book, 

beauty in nature is ultimate: 

Nature is above all! Unseen the 100m, unseen the 
materials, unseen the hand of the weaver. Heat, 
light, and moisture--what simple ingredients, but 
brought together and working in unison what forms 
and colors they produce! what variety! what 
endless combination! And once again, as compared 
to the work of man, how permanent seems the 
product! Men and their deeds pass away, but nature 
seems immortal. (Nature for its Own Sake 290-291) 

For instance, in The Desert, when describing the Salton 

Basin of southern California, "perhaps the hottest place to 

be found anywhere on the American deserts. . also the 

most forsaken," Van Dyke's appreciation of its "tones of 

color, shades of light, drifts of air" lead into his 

depiction of the desert, and he continually returns to 

liQht, air, and color. He emphasizes throughout the book an 

appreciation of the sensual perception of air, for instance. 

In the pteface, he makes the point that "Pure sunlight 

requires for its existence pure air" and cites 

the high tableland of Montana--one can still ride 
there for days without seeing a trace of 
humanity--and how clear and scentless, how 
absolutely intangible that sky-blown, sun-shot 
atmosphere! You breathe it without feeling it, you 
see through it a hundred miles and the picture is 
not blurred by it (viii). 

---------- -~. - -
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He names here what he values most about the dese~t: its air, 

crucial to his argument for conservation and perhaps even 

more important to his aesthetic concerns. Later, in the book 

itself, Van Dyke's most direct statement of what is 

beautiful in the desert accompanies a description of the 

most desolate place, "the bottom of the bowl"--the Salton 

basin again--

the most decorative landscape in the world, a 
landscape all color, a dream landscape .... The 
landscape that is the simplest in form and the 
finest in color is by all odds the most 
beautiful .... Form is almost blurred out in 
favor of color and air (56). 

The "clear and scent-less . . . absolutely intangible" 

atmosphere of Montana that Van Dyke contrasts in the preface 

to the artificial desert of the old world is literally a 

vision: "the picture is not blurred by it" (vii). The 

preface makes clear that landscape is art to Van Dyke, and 

as such he values it pictorially. Van Dyke alerts the reader 

that this should be read as a guide book to art. 

The depiction of air, light, and color that Van Dyke 

returns to throughout the book and discusses particularly in 

the central chapters "Light, Air, and Color" and "Illusions" 

comprise his visual aesthetic. If the "great struggle of the 

modern landscapist is to get on with the least possible form 

and to suggest everything by tones of color, shades of 

light, drifts of air," then it is Van Dyke's struggle, too, 

.. - ------- ----.--- ---------.- --~ - -
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and central to the argument is physical sensation; the 

importance of what he values most--air, color, light--lies 

in their being "the most sensuous qualities in nature and in 

art" (56). 

The "Preface-Dedication" to the book pre:figures not 

only Van Dyke's delineation of the visual response to the 

desert--his emphasis on air, light, and color--but his 

distaste for conventional notions of beauty. His argument 

against preconceived views of the desert and of beauty, 

present throughout the book, begins in the preface. The 

distillation of Van Dyke's views on art appreciation is 

contained in his essay, originally a lecture, titled "Art 

For Art's Sake," collected with others in a book of the same 

name published eight years before the appearance of The 

Desert. In seeing the desert only as it is (given Van Dyke's 

trained eye), he judges its beauty by the same standards he 

judges art: the desert for the desert's sake. Because Van 

Dyke insists on seeing the desert as a panorama, a 

borderless montage of pictures changing over time, it is 

useful to try to apply his methods for viewing art, 

especially landscape painting, which for him is supreme, to 

the desert. 

In the introductory remarks to "Art for Art's Sake," 

Van Dyke emphasizes his intention in this discussion of art, 

to "treat the subject froIn the point of view of the 

---'- --~- - -. 
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artist ... to get at the aim of the painter, and to 

examine art-products in the light of the producer's 

intention" to give "some idea of how to appreciate a picture 

after it has been painted" (2-3). Van Dyke cites "inherent 

pictoral beauty .... The peculiar sensu~us charms of 

color, the novelties of natural beauty, the feeling of the 

artist as shown in light and form and air" as "the primary 

aim" of all art (6). So, first of all, both creation and 

appreciation of beauty begin with the artist's intention. If 

landscape can be seen as art, then Nature is the artist, and 

this analogy leads Van Dyke, eventually, to a philosophy of 

Nature's intentions. 

But first of all, Van Dyke is himself an artist, since 

his intentions are the same as any artist's. As a writer, he 

reads the desert to compose a text that others may read. He 

not only renders the desert for his readers, but he takes 

the rhetorical step in the preface of arguing how to see his 

view of the subject, which rests on "the artist's"-

Nature's--intentions. Winterowd would identify this as 

"meta-rhetoric," an author's attempt to "convince us that 

his method is right so that he can convince us that his 

attitude is right" (69). Van Dyke initiates his meta

rhetoric in the preface, where, by establishing the subject, 

he identifies the text as a journey across its territory 

._-_._----_._-----.- -~- - -
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through which he, the experienced traveler, will lead the 

readers. 

You will not be surprised then if, in speaking of 
desert, mesa and mountain I once more take you far 
beyond the wire fence of civilization to those 
places (unhappily few now) where the trail is 
unbroken and the mountain peak unblazed. (viii) 

His method will be to "tell you something of what I have 

seen in these two years of wandering" and he directly 

solicits the readers' trust, that they "will accept this 

record of the Colorado and the Mohave as at least truthful" 

(ix, emphasis added). He confirms his honesty by saying "One 

can give his impression and but little more," a statement 

which hints at the apparent informality of the book's 

structure (ix). The ethos lies in V~n Dyke's claim that the 

text truthfully records a lover's visual impressions. In 

this book, which quite overtly manifests an attitude, a way 

of seeing, the establishment of the credibility of the 

author's methods is especially crucial. 

In "Art for Art's Sake", Van Dyke defines an artist as 

one whose sense of sight, "perhaps abnormally 

developed has enabled him to see more beauties and 

deeper meaning in nature than the great majority of mankind" 

(8). For Van Dyke, the artist painting The Desert, "seeing" 

is crucial. His "point of view" is quite· literally visual. 

It establishes his intention, to see "mor~ beauties and 

deeper meaning in nature" than his audience, and to bring 

_ ..... __ ._._-.. ------------ -~.-
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the audience to his view. Van Dyke accomplishes these tasks 

in the preface by his identification of himself: "The 

desert ... has in me only a lover" (ix). The roles he 

chooses for himself resonate; he is elevated as a seer, and 

humbl ed as a lover. "'rhe sandy wastes, the arid lands, the 

porphyry mountain peaks may be thought profitless places for 

pilgrimages" (viii), but he is the priest or the philosopher 

of the desert, poised to initiate his readers. 

This combination of power and humility is seen in his 

aspirations for 1he Desert. He wrote his editor, "It is a 

whole lot better than the swash which today is being turned 

out as 'literature,' and it will sell too, but not up in 'the 

hundreds of thousands. It is not so bad as that"; a week 

later he asks the editor for any suggestions about the 

galley proofs: "I am relying on you to keep me from making 

too big an ass of mysel f" (Powell 325). As humbl e as Van 
• 

Dyke may present himself in the preface, he has the highest 

aspirations for The Desert as verbal art, if we consider him 

an artist as well as a art critic. In the preface, in direct 

appeal to his audience, he writes: "One can give his 

impression and but little more .... We shoot arrows at the 

sun in vain; yet still we shoot" (ix), but he tells us in 

his criticism that an artist can and should do much more. In 

Principles of Art (lBB7), he adds to his admonition to 
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artists to "'Paint nature as you see it'" these 

qualifications: 

'Do not paint at all unless you see something that 
999 of your companions do not see' .... It were 
better still if it were changed to, 'Paint what 
you think about what ,you see,' for then the artist 
would be a creator, an o~iginator. It were best 
of all if he could combine the faculties of 
interpretation and origination, for then he might 
be a star of that brilliant magnitude seldom seen 
in the artistic heavens. (188) 

For his Eastern audience especially, Van Dyke "originates," 
-, ' 

literally composes, the desert, as well as interprets it. 

This insistence on the ideas elaborating the visual 

images leads Van Dyke beyond word-painting to the criticism 

of the progress of civilization and to scientific 

exposition, both of which balance his rapturous 

descriptions. Ultimately i~ leads him to ideas about the 

nature of Nature. Van Dyke cannot describe the beauty of the 

desert without lamenting its loss, and he cannot discuss how 

nature works without proposing why. He may believe, with 

Ruskin, that "the greatest thing a human soul ever does in 

this world is to see something, and tell what it sees in a 

plain way" (quoted in Principles of Art 207), but he is more 

consistent than Ruskin, whom he criticizes for also claiming 

that "art is greatest which conveys to the mind of the 

spectator by any means whatsoever the greatest number of the 

greatest ideas" (Principles of Art 272). In his chronicle of 

"Landscape and Marine Painting" in Studies in Pictures 

--------' ,- -- ,.- - ., 
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(1907), Van Dyke clearly summarizes the relationship of 

ideas about nature to its representation. He claims that in 

the aftermath of the classicists' idealization of the 

landscape, and the romanticists' sentimentalization of it, 

th~ Fountainebleau-Barbizon painters of the mid-1800's 

found out that nature was beautiful quite aside 
from man and his doings--beautiful all by itself, 
with never a thought of humanity ... the harmony 
of light, air, and color, all constituted a new 
faith ... the true character of landscape was 
established, and great art was the final result. 
(Van Dyke 131) 

This is Van Dyke's interpretation of "art for art's sake"--

not so much that art should have no ideas, but that the best 

art exists beyond man, beyond immediate social and 

historical contexts and the particularity of human language. 

In a statement that directly echoes the preface of The 

Desert, and his intentions for it, he maintains the Barbizon 

painters "found out that nature required in art not a 

classicist to distort, nor a romanticist to exaggerate, nor 

a copyist to imitate; but a lover to interpret" (133). A 

lover is capable of the engagement required to perceive, 

sensually, all the details of nature. 

And, of course, the "true character of landscape" 

assumes the absence of humans in it, except for "a lover" of 

the panorama. In his autobiography, Van Dyke gives his 

reasons: 

I wrote about the uninhabitable deserts of our 
western country and the human element was reduced 
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to a minimum. . . . I have never changed my point 
of view about that human element. In my thinking, 
it has no place in wild nature, because Nature 
itself is, or should be, the all-absorbing topic. 
Heaven knows the literature of humanity is large 
enough without lugging it into such sublime 
isolations as the desert, the mountains, and the 
ocean (244-5). 

Van Dyke aspires to the same representation of harmony, the 

same direct characterization of Nature he admires in the 

Barbizon painters. The Desert constitutes a "lyric in 

prose," to use Winterowd's scheme (2-3): its intention is to 

teach readers but ultimately to move them, to render the 

unparaphrasable--beauty--rather than that which can be 

argued propositionally, and, as in Northrop Frye's "thematic 

literature", "the author and the reader are the only 

characters involved" ("Myth, Fiction, and Displacement" 21). 

Audience 

And the only dialogue here is between the author and 

the reader, with Van Dyke arguing his philosophy of Nature 

from the descriptive details he chooses to present. If even 

philosophical discourse tells stories, as Walter Fisher 

proposes, as "an expression of wonderment designed to 

elevate the quality of human existence through deep 

reflection and understanding," then his Nature philosophy is 

~---~------------- -- -~~ - -



Van Dyke~s story (Fisher 180). Van Dyke does not so much 

narrate a trip through the desert (although on publication 

the book was mistaken by at least one critic as a travel 

guide ("In the Western Wastes" 23) as he attempts to bring 

the audience to a view of Nature itself. Van Dyke would 

establish the coherence and fidelity, to use Fisher's 

criteria for the assessment of narrative logic, of his 

representation of the desert, as Nature manifested. If he 

can establish the "narrative probability"--that the desert 

exists and that it appears and functions in these ways 

(which depends largely on the readers' acceptance of Van 

Dyke's authority) --and the "narrative fidel i ty;' of his 

account--then the readers identify Van Dyke's descriptions 

and philosophy as truthful, based on their own experiences 

of Nature. The key is the writer-reader contract. 

52 

Prefaces establish the relationships between authors 

and readers; this "Preface-Dedication" reveals that Van Dyke 

intends The Desert for two audiences--one public, one very 

personal--so that, as readers, the public audience has a 

glimpse of Van Dyke's private life and momentarily feels 

connected to the author in as personal way as the dedicatee. 

The titling of the "Preface-Dedication" includes the lines 

"To A. M. C.", so that Van Dyke's use of the second person 

throughout the preface can be taken to mean both A. M. C. 

and the public audience. But near the end of the preface, we 

___ 0_'" --......j ,_ •.. '_""";'_. ___ • _ 
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feel momentarily that we have happened on a personal letter 

when Van Dyke ell',cl aims, "how often you and I, and that one 

we both loved so' much, found beauty in neglected marshes, in 

wintry forests, and in barren hillsides!" (viii). This is 

the most personal revelation in the entire book (since we 

think of human relationships as more personal than an 

individual's relationship to nature), so it is one of the 

few direct clues to the author's creation of a persona, and 

it reveals how passionately Van Dyke feels about 

unconventional natural beauty. The very lack of disclosure, 

in the rest of the preface and the book itself, emphasizes 

the importance of this shared experience of beauty. The 

direction to a personal audience in the preface makes Van 

Dyke human; the personal connection is the shared experience 

of beauty, and the reader is invited to participate. In one 

sentence, Van Dyke identifies what is most important to him, 

the beauty of wild, pristine nature, his personal aesthetic. 

His methods are true to his critical ideals. 

Van Dyke's good character, as displayed in the preface, 

may attract his audience, but it does not make him 

democratic, and an investigation of his single use of the 

personal you, quoted above, hints at this. In fact, the 

preface identifies the audience as aristocratic, or at least 

aspiring to be aristocratic; his argument for the purity of 

the desert air rests on the contrast with the air of Europe. 

--- ._------ -_. 
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For his audience, he assumes the contrast is obvious: "When 

you are in Rome again . . . notice how dense is the 

atmosphere" (vii). The assumptions he makes about his 

audience in turn reflect his persona, and his elitism 

obviously affects his ideas of art appreciation. In 

Principles of Art, he states that "beauty is a quality the 

appreciation of which is confined to the intellectual and 

the educated" (202). The "dullness of perception in the 

majority ... gives rise to the office of the poet and the 

painter---the discoverers of beauty" (206). So only the 

enlightened see "beauty in neglected marshes," and the 

appreciation of unconventional beauty that precipitates the 

shared experience makes it all the more personal. His use of 

this idea in the preface to The Desert directs it to an 

audience that desires aesthetic education. Van Dyke's 

attitude, combined with the near certainty that "A.M.e." was 

the steel magnate and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie 

(although the general reader would never know this)--placing 

Van Dyke on intimate terms with American aristocracy-

initiate an exclusivity attractive to readers (aee Ingham 

and Wild for a discussion of Carnegie's relationship with 

Van Dyke). After condemning civilization as the source of 

desolation, Van Dyke emphasizes the necessary condition of 

escaping it, to go even beyond "park and garden nature

study," for to "know the great truths we must seek them at 

---------- --~.-



the source" (viii). The preface forecasts the book as a 

pilgrimage for the select. What reader, whether of Van 

Dyke's financial and intellectual elite or merely of the 

perceptually ignorant but aspiring majority, could resist 

the invitation? 

structure 
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The Preface-Dedication forecasts the book as a whole in 

that it identifies the author's purpose: the development of 

an aesthetic of landscape, supported by scientific 

explanation of visual effects and the natural processes and 

the contingent conservation argument. That the book is "only 

an excuse for talking about the beautiful things in this 

desert world" is the closest Van Dyke comes to suggesting 

the structure of the book that lies ahead--that is, no 

particular, formal structure at all, or so it would appear 

at first. The chaptdr topic~--fifty or so for each chapter, 

listed on the Contents pages and again at the margins within 

the chapters--appear as collections, determined by 

associations revealed in the text. Van Dyke has no qualms 

about including, for instance, in the first chapter, such 

disparate subjects as "Air illusions," "Deer trails," and 

"Aboriginal faith." Not only do the chapters each seem to 

---~ -- - .~~~ 
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contain aD apparently casual mixture of Van Dyke's subjects, 

but they also appear unconnected to each other. There are no 

formal transitions from one chapter to another, and no 

references in any chapter to any other. 

Further study, however, reveals that the structure of 

the book follows Van Dyke's purpo~es. After an initial 

viewing of the desert from a mountain peak, Van Dyke takes 

the reader with him on a literal descent into the desert, 

and the associations between subjects within each chapter 

are visual. Winterowd (99), in discussing the organization 

of contemporary lyric essays cites Burke's proposal that 

coherence in lyric prose is achieved by "qualitative 

progression," in which "the presence of one quality prepares 

us for the introduction of another" (Burke, Counter

statement 124). Winterowd identifies "anecdotal progression" 

as a major structural force in the contemporary prose lyric 

(112). The Desert proceeds by the accumulation, related by 

their qualities, not by chronology, of visual events, 

presented concretely and elaborated in terms of causes, 

effects, comparisons. The acc~~ulation of events does not 

follow a narrative logic, in the strictest sense, because 

The Desert is not a chronological account, although, to use 

Walter Fisher's paradigm (which proposes that all discourse 

is narrative), it does exhibit the aspects of narrative 

---- .. _---- --
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coherence--the account "holds together"--and narrative 

fidelity--it presents a reliable claim to reality (194). 

In discussing the structure of contemporary nature 

writing, Winterowd identifies the narration of walks as one 

method of providing "the structural framework of the 

narrative" (131). 

In literature ... the solitary walk involves two 
sorts of intense mental awareness ... first, 
with the walker's sensory impressions 
involved ... second, with the walker's 
preoccupations (ideas, troubles, triumphs, 
longings, memories) .... The narrative moves 
seam1essly, by free association, from the sense 
experience to the thought. And this unity of image 
and exposition is essential if the text is to be a 
lyric. (132) 

In The Desert, however, Van Dyke's walking, as an event, is 

not part of the narrative (except in the first and last 

chapters). What remains is the free association of sensory 

impressions and ideas. The absence of chronological 

narrative, of Van Dyke as a personality in the landscape (as 

opposed to a persona in the text), emphasizes 1090S, the 

subject. Ethos is subdued, giving emphasis to the 

universality of sensual experiences described, without 

diminishing the particularity of the details. The question 

is, can prose be lyric, and therefore literature, in the 

absence of narrative? Winterowd would say yes, if the images 

and the exposition are unified. For Louise Rosenblatt, 

"[t]he special mark of the literary work of art is indeed 
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that it is "burned through,"-lived through, by a reader" 

(27). Van Dyke foregrounds the images of the landscape, 

rather than of his figure in the landscape, so that the 

reader may "live through" the landscape, not the man. The 

Desert remains a book written by a man walking, and seeing, 

in the desert, and the images of the landscape organize the 

account. 

The geographical and geological forms and the 

biological elements of the desert give an underlying 

structure. The book begins and ends with ascents of desert 

mountains, the first to view the desert before descending 

into it and the second to see it, "the glory of the 

wilderness," as an entity in the context of the landscape 

and history of the Southwest, and as a vision that supports 

Van Dyke's Nature philosophy. The geographic forms literally 

frame The Desert, and at its center are the chapters 

"Clouds" and "Illusions," just as at the core of Van Dyke's 

visual aesthetic is the appreciation of the formless and the 

intangible. 

Because the sensual is the key to the apprehension of 

beauty, then of course that is how Van Dyke begins. Chapter 

1 is "The Approach," which begins with a view across the 

desert to a mountain r.ange. Van Dyke is watching the 

"canyons shift into great slashes of blue and purple shadow, 

and the ridges flame with edgings of glittering fire" (1). 

~----.~---------
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"The Approach" is the first of twelve chapters, and the 

first of four chapters that primarily treat desert 

geography, although no chapter deals exclusively with any 

one of Van Dyke's sUbjects. The first chapter, in fact, 

covers almost every subject; subjects listed with the 

chapter title on the Contents pages include "Air illusions," 

"Sunlight," "Desert life," "Perception of beauty," "Desert 

colors," and "Aboriginal faith" (xxxi). Chapters 5, 6, and 7 

deal most directly with Van Dyke's aesthetics; "Light, Air 

and Color," "Desert Sky and Clouds," and "Illusions" are at 

the center of the book, as well as at the core of the 

aesthetic argument. After these are three chapters on desert 

life: "Cactus and Greasewood," "Desert Animals," and "Winged 

Life." From their titles, the reader might believe these 

chapters to catalogue natural history, which they do, but 

more to display Van Dyke's philosophical attitude than to 

provide information. They describe aspects of desert life 

which support Van Dyke's discussions of the character of 

Nature. Chapter VIII, "Cactus and Greasewood," for 

instance, explains "Nature's plan": "She is neither good nor 

evil; she is only a great law of change that passeth 

understanding" (129). Van Dyke's interpretations of Nature 

always rest on the investigation of beauty. In this chapter, 

the discussion takes it3 usual direct form: 

Are they beautiful these plants and shrubs of the 
des~rt? Now just what do you mean by that word 

._---.- --~.-
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"beautiful"? Do you mean something of regular 
form, something smooth and pretty? Are you 
dragging into nature some remembl::-ances of classic 
art; and are you looking for the Dionysius 
face . . . am~n9 these trees and bushes? If so the 
desert will not furnish you too much of beauty. 
But if you mean something that has a distinct 
character, something appropriate to its setting, 
something admirably fitted to a designed end (as 
in art the peasants of Millet or the burghers of 
Rembrandt and Rodin), then the desert will show 
forth much that people nowadays are beginning to 
think beautiful. (143-144) 

In Chapter 11; "Mesas and Foothills," this idea reappears: 

the Nature-lover of the present, who has taken so 
kindly to the minor beauties of the 
world . . . knows now that back of everything is a 
purpose, and if he can discover the pur.pose he 
cannot choose but admire the product (211-212). 

But finally Chapter VIII returns to the topography, to begin 

the ascent that is completed in "Mountain-Barriers," the 

final chapter. 

In its content, the final chapter echoes the first, 

with the closest approximation to narration of events that 

the book exhibits: the narrator once again climbs a peak, 

this one much higher than the first, and the readers follow 

his progress to the summit. The view from the top is, as we 

might expect by now, sublime, and the book ends celebrating 

the desert's beauty as seen in its essential form, as well 

as its intangible, transcendent qualities: 

In sublimity--the superlative degree of beauty-
what land can equal the desert with its wide 
plains, its grim mountains, and its expanding 
canopy of sky! ... Never again shall you see 
such light and air and color. . [Y]ou shall 
not forget that which you saw not but rather 

- -- ._---- -----------
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felt--the desolation and the silence of the 
desert .... Mystery--that haunting sense of the 
unknown--is all that remains. (231-233) 

So as formless as the book appears, it is not. The structure 

contributes to the representation of Van Dyke's reading of 

the landscape, the landscape manifested visually to support 

a philosophy of Nature. 

--- -- ---- --------------- - ~ - -
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CHAPTER 3 

READING THE DESERT 

In his comprehensive anthology of nature writing, This 

Incomperable Lande, Thomas J. Lyon warns "nature writing is 

not in truth a neat and orderly field," suggest:i.ng 

comprehensive rather than restricted definitions of the 

genre. Lyon attempts a taxonomy, really more of a spectrum, 

based on the premise that 

the literature of nature has three main dimensions 
to it: natural history information, personal 
responses to nature, and philosophical 
interpretation of nature (3). 

These dimensions imply a range of purposes, audiences, and 

especially, authorial stance. For one of the best 

contemporary nature writers, Barry Lopez, the "essence of 

nonfiction is a bow of respect to the material, and a second 

bow of respect to the reader" (Lecture 11/27/90). A 

rhetorical study of nature writing investigates those bows, 

and the place from which they are made. 

A brief, practical definition of the genre, given by 

Paul T. Bryant in the description of his nature writing 

course at the University of Colorado, points to the writer's 

-- --- --_._----_._--------.- --- --
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task: "the writer must remain true to the objective facts of 

nature but at the same time present the human response to, 

and the human relationship with, nature" (2). Bryant 

suggests the writer's relation to the subject by using the 

theory of transactional reading: 

By this definition, the nature writer must take 
what Louise Rosenblatt calls the efferent stance 
(transmit information) and also the aesthetic 
stance. Neither dull, depersonalized objectivity 
nor romantic fantasy will do. (3) 

In Rosenblatt's aesthetic reading, "the primary concern is 

with what happens during the actual reading event" (24). 

The poem, then, must be thought of as an event in 
time. It is not an object or an ideal entity. It 
happens during a coming-together, a 
compenetration, of a reader and a text. (12) 

Unlike literature founded on plot or character, nature 

writing that qualifies as non-fiction literature requires 

the writer to translate a transaction between the writer and 

nature to instigate another transaction--between reader and 

text. Whatever nature writing is; the nature writer begins 

by reading nature, its phenomena, contours, objects. Nature 

writing is at least an individual's reading of an experience 

of nature, and at most an act of the intellect and the 

imagination that can determine human relationship with the 

environment. 

Or as Thoreau says, it is always the experience of a 

nature: 
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The landscape-painter uses ~he figures of men to 
mark a road. He would not make that use of my 
figure. I walk out into a nature such as the old 
prophets and poets, Menu, Moses, Homer, Chaucer, 
walked in. You may name it America, but it is not 
America .... There is a truer account of it in 
mythology than in any history of America 
("Walking" 600). 

The experience of nature exists in the context of his 

intellect, which for Thoreau is part of a divine 

intelligence. Nature is individual, is constructed in the 

way texts are, from what is brought to the experience and 

what is made of it. In Thoreau's case, the aesthetic 

experiences of literal texts transform the aesthetic 

experience of landscape as a text. Thoreau identifies the 

aesthetic experience of walking in nature as archetypal; 

avoiding the "efferent" road, he walks actively in a nature 

that he can better experience because of what he knows, a 

"compenetrated" nature. Rosenblatt cites Coleridge's 

statement that the reader must "be carried forward . . . by 

the pleasurable activity of mind excited by the attractions 

of the journey itself" (Coleridge 2:6), to make this point: 

The special mark of the literary work of art is 
indeed that it is 'burned through,' lived through, 
by a reader .... Seeing the work of art as a 
special kind of lived-through experience and 
formulating the aesthetic experience in terms of 
the inner-oriented focus of attention save us from 
the untenable opposition of art and life. 
(Rosenblatt 27) 

Those who write of experiences in nature work within this 

metaphor: the journey is real, to be inscribed so the reader 

---- ----- '-'- -, '-
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lives through a similar transaction. At the core of both 

reading nature and reading nature writing is the aesthetic 

experience of "the journey itself." 

Rosenblatt suggests 

It would be less confusing to use the reading act 
itself as the general paradigm of the aesthetic 
experience; it would then become clear that the 
"object" of aesthetic contemplation is what the 
perceiver makes of his responses to the artistic 
stimulus, no matter whether this be a physical 
object, such as a statue, or a set of verbal 
symbols. The reader contemplates his own shaping 
of his responses to the text (31). 

The reading act is a critical metaphor: it points both 

outward, to the objects of experience, and inward, to the 

self reading the self reading; As Thoreau's recognition of 

"his" nature suggests, nature writing as a genre, and as 

metaphor, makes an interesting arena in which to investigate 

the "compenetration" of the transactional theory of t'eading. 

The compenetration is literal, when the writer walks in 

nature, and figurativa, when--to borrow from Kenneth Burke--

the writer dances the text onto paper and the reader 

contemplates the dance. 

"All deserts be.gin in the mind" Ed Abbey says (Desert 

Images 13). But the physical manifestations of these 

deserts, the books and essays written about them, have their 

origins also in the physical, as Thoreau demonstrates. The 

efferent and aesthetic stances--not opposites in that they 

comprise what is carried away from the reading and what is 

---_. 
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experienced during the reading--depend on, first, the 

writer's reading. How the writer moves through the desert 

shapes experience as surely as the images and archetypes he 

carries with him. If rhetoric, as the study of "the 

placement of ideas" (Crews 6), can be construed as 

tangible--that the placing of ideas is how the writer bows 

to the material and to readers--then perhaps the rhetoric of 

nature writing can be traced to the situation of the 

reading, the writer's physical connection--placement, 

movement, interaction in the landscape. Nature writing makes 

Burke's concept of verbal acts as symbolic action explicit 

(Philosophy of Literary Form 9). 

The nonfiction literature of the southwest provides the 

possibility of studying rhetorical issues of nature writing. 

This study of Southwestern nature writers suggests answers 

to these questions: 

* How do writers read nature? 

* How does physical experience (especially placement 

and movement in the landscape) contribute to a 

writer's reading of nature? 

* How is this relationship reflected in the 

representation of the experience of nature? 
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Van Dyke: The Aesthetic Desert 

John C. Van Dyke's experience of the Southwest deserts, 

and the book that carne from it, The Desert: Further Studies 

in Natural Appearances (1901), is a good place to start. Van 

Dyke, because of his position as an art historian and 

proponent of the Art for Art's Sake critical movement, 

primarily represents the desert visually, as an object of 

aesthe~ic appreciation. From the book's preface, we know his 

reading of the desert is as a visual panorama: 

clear and scentless, how absolutely intangible 
that sky-blown sun-shot atmosphere! You breathe it 
without feeling it, you see through it a hundred 
miles and the picture is not blurred by it. (vii) 

Throughout the book, like the art historian that he is, Van 

Dyke instructs the reader in how to see and how to value 

what is seen: 

[T]here is a simplicity about large masses-
simplicity in breadth, space and distance--that is 
inviting and ennobling. And there is something 
very restful about the horizontal line. (19) 
Through the heated air you see faint outlines of 
mountains, dim glimpses of foot-hiJ.ls, suggestions 
of distance; but no more. Across them is drawn the 
wavering veil of air, and the red earth at your 
feet, the blue sky overhead, are but bordering 
bands of flat color .... Form is almost blurred 
out in favor of color and air. (56-7) 

Often the view of the panorama changes through time (over 

the course of a day, but never through the seasons, as if 

-.--- ------------~------- --- --
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that would require an impossibly infinite number of 

canvases). In describing sand dunes, Van Dyke elaborates: 

Lying quietly upon the earth they are usually a 
dull yellow. In the morning light they are often 
gray, at noon frequently a bleached yellow, and at 
sunset occasionally pink or saffron-hued. Wavering 
heat and mirage give them temporary coloring at 
times that is beautifully unreal. (89) 

At another point he follows the color of ~he sky: 

It shows itself in its greatest depth only in the 
morning before sunrise. Then it is a dark blue, 
bordering upon purple; and for some time after the 
sun comes up it holds a deep blue tinge. At noon 
it has passed through a whole gamut of tones and 
is pale blue, yellowish, lilac-toned, or rosy; in 
the late afternoon it has changed again to pink or 
gold or orange; and after twilight and under the 
moon, warm purples stretch across the whole reach 
of the firmament from horizon to horizon. (95-6) 

Van Dyke reads the desert as if it were one of the paintings 

on the European art lecture tours he gave, as if he were 

writing another guidebook to art. The important elements, as 

in painting, are line, form, and color. He also reads it as 

if he were trying to paint it, which he is, because the 

audience can't see the canvas. His visual immersion in the 

landscape, his concentration on and awareness of detail, 

comprises his bow to the material. 

There are aspects of Van Dyke's experience, other than 

his visual orientation, that contribute to his 

representation of the landscape. The Desert is a 

description, not a narrative, although of course this does 

not mean it fails to tell a story. To begin with the story 

-- ----- -_ .. _._------_. __ . --.- . -
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that the book arose from, as Richard Shelton points out in 

his introduction to the Peregrine Smith edition of the book 

(1980), Van Dyke came tp the deserts of the Southwest in 

1898 a sick man (he suffered from recurrent fever of unknown 

cause), and his health did not improve much while he 

continued to travel there for three years. In the summer of 

1899, he writes in his autobiography, "Th~ writing was done 

under difficulties of heat, wind, dust, done with my back 

against a rock in a double sense. I was not well and 

suffered greatly from depression" (My Golden Age 165). No 

wonder, then, he would prefer to focus his attention outside 

himself, consuming the landscape. Shelton maintains, though, 

that Van Dyke was as helpless to leave the desert as a lover 

to leave his beloved--"the book is a by-product of that love 

affair" (Shelton xxvii). The Desert describes an object of 

desire, as a collection of impressions, a sensory survey of 

qualities and their effects, rather than the history of the 

affair. 

That the book is partly a descriptive survey of "the 

desert" makes it a little difficult for the book's readers, 

swept away by Van Dyke's rhapsodizing over this strange 

place and hopeful for at least an itinerary of the journey, 

to get their bearings. Van Dyke is actually describing three 

deserts: the Mohave (the high desert of Southern 

California), the Colorado (much of which has been destroyed 

-~~- -'----'-
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by irrigation, as Van Dyke predicted, to become the Imperial 

Valley of Southern California), and the Sonoran desert of 

Southern Arizona and Northern Mexico. Any references to 

actual place are casual; most of the time the reader cannot 

tell where she and Van Dyke are in the landscape. Indeed, 

Shelton maintains that Van Dyke himself at times "had only 

the vaguest notion of where he actually was" (xix). Even a 

modern reader who has visited all the places he mentions by 

name has the disadvantage of being familiar with only the 

landscape as it exists now. Shelton laments, "Where are the 

herds of antelope ... and the gray wolves, and the pure 

air?" (xxviii). 

The preface to The Desert suggests to its readers that 

this is a "pilgrimage," but that is an aspect of its tone, 

not its structure. Rather than being a linear record of a 

journey, it is a collection of impressions, aggregational, 

not organized by spatial or temporal logic. Van Dyke is 

likely to treat a subject (for instance, mirages) with 

regard to its various qualities, not to specific place or 

time. But this is not to say the book is unstructured. Van 

Dyke's movement in the landscape organizes the form, 

especially the forms of the individual chapters (although 

not as conventional narrative), and his movement in the 

landscape shapes his philosophy of the desert as it 

literally determines his view. 
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Van Dyke begins in Southern California, near Hemet, 

"trooping the bare hills and mountains with an open eye" but 

"having exhausted its novelty," soon heads for more 

challenging territory (My Golden Age 154). "I was just ill 

enough not to care about perils and morbid enough to prefer 

d~ing in the sand, alone, to passing out in a hotel with a 

room-maid weeping at the foot of the bed" (156). He sets out 

with his dog and a horse, describing his method for travel 

as "exploring the country in half circles out from camp": 

I had no definite line of travel in mind. I was 
not an exploring expedition, was making no map, 
and keeping no journal. I had no thought of ever 
writing about the trip. In short, I was just 
drifting with the wind. (161) 

On reaching Mexico, he leaves his horse; back in Arizona and 

then again in the Mohave and Death Valley; he is following 

the railroad lines and "making great half circles to the 

north and south in walking trips" (165). 

I kept no record of my movements. I was not 
travelling by map. I was wandering for health and 
desert information. . . . My second summer in the 
deserts was almost wholly a matter of long walks-
usually in circles of twenty or thirty miles about 
a new water-hole or a railway tank-car. (The Open 
Space~ 91, 107). 

The lack of a record of places supports a descriptive, 

rather than narrative, organization, and the structure of 

many of the individual chapters, actually separate essays, 

seem to echo the circular pattern of the writer's movement. 

discussion of circular essay forms, William.Zeiger describes 

-----,- -- . -
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the circular form as "a movement outward and back, drawing 

separate elements towards a common center" ("The Circular 

Journey and the Natural Authority of Form" 210). He cites 

Kenneth Burke, Joseph Campbell, and feminist critics to 

support the idea that "prelinguistic bodily sensations 

imprint themselves on the psyche and are manifested to the 

conscious mind in patterns of art" (211). The best examples 

of nature writing, as artistic representations of physical 

experiences, support the validity of this idea. 

In The Desert, the artistic st~ucture reflects the 

circularity of the physical experience. In the chapters, the 

movement is not obviously logical or linear, but abstract, 

through the concrete details of the landscape grouped by 

similar qualities or linked by associations. The chapter 

"Desert Sky and Clouds" illustrates a common association Van 

Dyke makes, in this book and el set7here: first, he begins 

with the sky as art that can be studied, then he delineates 

its appearance through time and weather, and finally he 

attempts to represent the sublime--the desert sky at night--

which he links to his philosophy of humanity's relation to 

nature. As in other chapters, the reader has insufficient 

clues to Van Dyke's actual location. He begins with the 

cycles of the days: 

How silently, even swiftly, the days glide by out 
in the desert, in the waste, in the wilderness! 
How 'the morning and the evening make up the day' 

------- -- -- ~ -' -
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The chapter ends with a vision beyond human time, a pause in 

the cycles; we are in the same place, after the journeys of 

the day, but we see it differently: 

Lying down there in the sands of the desert, alone 
and at night, with a saddle for your pillow, and 
your eyes staring upward at the stars, how 
incomprehensible it all seems! The immensity and 
the mystery are appalling (105-6). 

There is no appeal from the law of nature. It was 
made for beast and bird and creeping thing. Will 
the human never learn that in the eye of the law 
he is not different from the things that creep? 
(107-8). 

The chapter consists of many "smaller" circles: the sky as 

seen through the course of the day, over changes in altitude 

and then back to the desert again; Van Dyke also describes 

the effects of clouds on the colors of the sky throughout 

the day. The narrative movement of the chapter continually 

returns to sunset, but never really to night until the end, 

like a series of day hikes culminating in conclusive 

philosophizing under "the misshapen orange-hued desert moon" 

(104). Van Dyke's physical pattern of half-circles (actually 

of course misshapen circles) seems imprinted on the forms 

within the book. 

The "great half circles" imply that each walk, each 

essay, into the desert will advance by what comes to Van 

Dyke's senses and to his mind, that each journey is always a 
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covering of new territory, and that there is always a 

"return." Zeiger summarizes the "archetype of the 'circular 

story'" as "'The traveler comes home changed by the 

journey'" (213). In this chapter, Van Dyke (with, as 

always,"you," the reader) merely beg~ns a study: 

How day by day the interest grows in the long 
overlooked commonplace things of 
nature .... [A]fter a time we begin to make 
mental notes on the changes of light, air, clouds 
and blue sky" (95). 

Then he does a thorough visual investigation, a reading, and 

finally he draws conclusions about the interrelationships of 

humans, nature, and the universe. The "change" of the 

journey is new insight, supported by the physical (visual) 

details of the landscape. 

Associational or anecdotal progression organizes each 

chapter. W. Ross Winterowd cites this technique in his 

argument for a nonfiction literature, using the walk in 

nature writing as the origin of the logical progression: 

In literature ... the solitary walk involves two 
sorts of intense mental awareness, each of which 
largely precludes the other: first, with the 
walker's sensory impressions involved ... and, 
second, with the walker's 
preoccupations .... The narrative moves 
seamlessly, by free association (The Rhetoric of 
the "other" Literature 132). 

In these texts, the organization is "appositional:" topics 

that share qualities (as in Burke's "qualitative 

progression" (Counter-statement 124» are juxtaposed. "The 

._----- - - . - -" . 
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prose lyric breaks out of the 'syllogistic,' linear, Western 

form and in so doing frees itself of the strictures of 

discnrsiveness" (Winterowd 100). The Desert's "Contents" 

pages, with the topics of each chapter, show the 

appositional structure, reflecting Van Dyke's nonlinear 

reading of the landscape: 

Chapter 1. The Approach.--Desert mountain ranges-
Early morning approach--Air illusions--Sand 
forms--The winds--Sun-shafts--Sunlight--Desert 
life--Antelope--The Lost Mountains ... Water and 
food supplies--The aborigines--Historic periods-
The open desert--Perception of beauty ... (xxxi) 

How the aspects of these disparate topics connect is only 

evident in the reading of the text. 

While each chapter shows appositional rather than 

linear narrative structure, not all chapters are circular in 

pattern. Van Dyke's scientific elaboration, especially 

prominent in the chapters "Cactus and Greasewood," "Desert 

Animals," and "Winged Life," results in conventional 

inductive/deductive expository form. In discussing how 

desert animals obtain water, for instance, Van Dyke lists 

the habits of jack rabbits, ground and rock squirrels, mule 

deer, coyotes, wildcats, and gray wolves (152-4). His 

observations, however, lead directly to the nature 

philosophy that he seeks to document, and to its relation to 

beauty: 

These animals have made the best out of the worst, 
and their struggle has given them a physical 

-- . ---.- ---_._------------ --~ - -
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The fault is not in the subject. It is not vulgar 
or ugly. The trouble is that we perhaps have not 
the proper angle of vision. If we understood all, 
we should admire all. (173) 

In every chapter, in this way, Van Dyke makes forays into 

the literal desert but then returns with his philosophy. He 

begins with natural history but never resists the flight 

into rhapsody. Even the first and last chapters, both 

ascents of desert mountains, do not show an especially 

circular pattern themselves, except that they each end with 

the spirituality of the appreciation of nature. The 

repetition of the pattern, the ascent, of the first chapter 

by the last gives a circular structure to the book as a 

whole. We end in the same, but different, place. The 

concrete visual experience and the philosophical arguments 

encircle the visual aesthetic experience. 

So, in answer to the question, how is a writer's 

physical movement reflected in his representation of a 

place?, we can say from this example that the movement is 

made concrete in the structure of the writing. Van Dyke has 

transformed experiences in time into concrete pictures, 

"framed" organically: the physical experience structures the 

artistic. 

In answer to the question, how is the writer's reading, 

arising from physical experience, reflected in the 
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representation of nature?, the key to Van Dyke's 

representation is that he confinEos "physical experience" to 

visual apprehension. In The Desert, his physical experience 

of nature is confined to a fairly literal reading of it, a 

constant cycle of seeing and interpreting. The context of 

his visual experience is determined by his intellectual 

history, as an art critic and historian and as an amateur 

naturalist. In The Desert, he does not discuss his illness, 

or any other physical conditions, such as thirst or the 

effects of heat, cold, rain. In his autobiography, where he 

does discuss these, he also explains his "argument against 

humanity in desert literature": 

I have never changed my point of view about that 
human element. In my thinking, it has no place in 
wild nature, because Nature itself is, or should 
be, the all absorbing topic. Heaven knows the 
literature of humanity is large enough without 
lugging it into such sublime isolations as the 
desert, the mountains, and the ocean. (My Golden 
~ 245) 

Van Dyke, a pair of trained and appreciating eyes in the 

desert, acknowledges neither his own or anyone else's 

presence in the "sublime isolation." Ironically, the 

intensely personal lover's vision--Van Dyke's passionate 

rhapsodies on color, his biting criticism of economic 

expl oi tation--demonstrCl.tes nothing if not "the human 

element." Interestingly, the context for this passage is his 

discussion of his great admiration for the writing of Pierre 

._._._ ...• -----
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Loti, "whose works are so radically different ... that 

perhaps the attraction was by opposition. He deals with the 

human element and the desert of the Sinai Peninsula was only 

a background for his Bedouin caravan" (MYS".:>lden Age 244).1 

This acknowledgement of the differences in purpose, however, 

does not diminish Van Dyke's belief in the importance of his 

own. 

The splendid rhetorical dodges of the preface, the 

humility and claims of truth, coupled with the lack of 

personal narrative throughout the book, perhaps do allow 

readers to more easily adopt these ostensibly impersonal 

visions as vicarious experience. Is nature writing merely 

vicarious experience? Why "merely"? And isn't vicarious 

experience at the center of aesthetic reading? Surely it is 

one of the difficulties of nature writing that the aesthetic 

experience, of the subject and of its telling, can be 

rendered merely efferent. 

1 For a complete discussion of Loti's influence on Van 
Dyke, see Peter Wild's "American Deserts and the French 
Connection: John c. Van Dyke and Pierre Loti," Puerto del 
Sol, forthcoming Spring 1991. 
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Lummis: Touring 

The aesthetic experience-made-efferent occurs in those 

who write a journalistic, public view of the Southwest. In 

~ome Strange Corners of Our Country (1891), Charles F. 

Lummis argues a patriotic tourism: 

I hope to live to see Americans proud of knowing 
America, and ashamed not to know it; and it is to 
my young countrymen that I look for the patriotism 
to effect so needed a change. (2) 

The book begins with description of the glories of "The 

Grandest Gorge in the World," although, strangely, after 

giving the geological facts, Lummis quotes the aesthetic 

description of another writer, Charles Dudley Warner, for an 

entire page. The chapter ends: 

The stage journey takes a day each way, and the 
fare for the round trip is twenty 
dollars .... Good meals and beds are there at 
one dollar each .... From December to May one 
can go in by the Peach Springs route, which 
reaches the bottom of the canon, and is more 
comfortable in winter than in summer. (19) 

"[M]ore comfortable"--if that is how to describe the 

relation of 75 to 110 degrees--is the closest Lummis comes 

to any discussion of the physical experience of the desert. 

Unlike Van Dyke, Lummis slights the physical not in favor of 

the aesthetic or emotional response, but in order to 

encourage tourism. Also in contrast to Van Dyke, but like 

later Southwest writers, Lummis made his living from his 
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writing, which may account for his emphasis on the desert 

experience as an economic transaction. Lummis, as an 

efferent reader of the landscape, promotes tourism, the 

ultimate efferent reading. 

Austin's Horizon 

In contrast, Lummis' protege, Mary Austin, a self-

proclaimed lover of the desert, emphasizes (like Van Dyke) 

how to see it, as opposed to what to do and how to get 

there. The preface to The Land of Little Rain (1903) 

establishes her feeling for the landscape, as Van Dyke's to 

The Desert does: 

The earth is no wanton to give up all her best to 
every comer, but keeps a sweet, separate intimacy 
for each. (viii) 

The best of all ways [to come] is over the Sierra 
passes by pack and trail, seeing and 
believing .... One must summer and winter with 
the land and wait its occasions .... [N]ever 
leave it until you knocked at the door of the 
brown house under the willow-tree at the end of 
the village street, and there you shall have such 
news of the land, of its trails and what is astir 
in them, as one lover of it can give to another. 
(x-xi) 

Even the vagueness of actual location is like Van Dyke's, 

although Austin explains in the preface that her vagueness 
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is quite deliberate, that many of the place-names she gives 

are whimsical because: 

I am in no mind to direct you to delectable places 
toward which you will hold yourself less tenderly 
than I. So by this fashion of naming I keep faith 
with the land. (ix) 

Even though Austin, like Lummis, made her living from her 

reading and writing of the landscape, her emotional 

connection to it, her aesthetic stance determines the 

aesthetic reading by her audience, as one of her purposes. 

In Austin's case, the aesthetic encompasses the spiritual. 

At the end of her autobiography Earth Horizon, she writes of 

her books: 

they come out of the arc of the Earth Horizon from 
which, for me, 'all its people and its thoughts' 
come to me. That is why my books have no sequence 
other than the continuity of the search for the 
norm of moral and spiritual adjustments which I 
have tried herein to describe. They take their 
rise in the deep blue ring of the encompassing 
horizon. They originate in an inherent sensitivity 
to the spirit of existence which has been set in 
motion by the activities of my horizon, the zone 
in which sky and earth meet and commingle. (367) 

Austin suggests that all of her books reflect her physical 

relationship to nature, "my horizon." The spiritual 

connection to the "Earth Horizon" included a physical 

component, acknowledged by Austin' in this third-person 

description of her completion of The Land of Little Rain: 

She had been trying to hit upon the key for it for 
a year or more, and found it at last in the rhythm 
of the twenty-mule teams that creaked in and out 

--------- - - ,- - -
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of the borax works, the rhythm of the lonely lives 
blown across the trails. (296) 

The "key," metaphorical as it translates to the actual 

composition of the work, identifies and inspires a 

particular tone, the sensual apprehension of a detail which 

asserts the vision as a whole. 

Krutch: Surveying Horne 

The evocation of the desert that Van Dyke and Austin 

achieve is carried on by contemporary Sout~west writers, 

although more efferent contemporary readings of the 

landscape exist, such as Ann Zwinger's The Mysterious Lands 

(1989). Van Dyke's work makes an interesting contrast to 

later desert writers, in relation to how a writer reads 

nature and how the physical experience contributes to the 

reading. Joseph Wood Krutch's book, The Desert Year (1952), 

is, like The Desert, a collection of essays based on 

personal observation. The difference in the writer's stance 

with relation to the subject, and to the readers, is obvious 

from just a few chapter titles: "Why I Carne," "What It Looks 

Like," "How to See It," "What the Desert is Good For." 

Perhaps most striking is the difference in the physical 

relationship to the landscape. In the chapter "How to See 

-------- .---- -. 
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It," ,Krutch reveals his method for overcoming "our natural 

insensibility:" 

My own homely technique when I walk out in my own 
country and realize that I am in danger of seeing 
nothing at all is simply to greet each thing as it 
comes along, by name if I know it: 'That is a wood 
frog,' 'This is the caterpillar of Papilio 
glaucus,' ... Here, in this new and almost 
absolutely different country which I am trying 
somehow to take possession of, the technique 
requires certain modifications when I stroll 
casually about my own private eight or ten acres 
of desert. I am in a world of strangers (38-9). 

In contrast, Van Dyke would have no more thought of owning 

the desert as of owning the sky, and was not even much 

interested in going over the same territory twice. Van Dyke 

delineates the nature of the interdependency of the animal 

andw-plant life, not their Latin names. Krutch's technique is 

indeed "homely"--he is at home, rooted and in possession, 

even among the strange inhabitants of the desert, in a way 

that is alien to Van Dyke, who was "wandering for health and 

desert information" (The Open Spaces 91). T~e result is that 

Krutch delineates not a picture of the desert, but a picture 

of human life in the desert. The book ends with a list of 

platitudes Krutch offers from this year of observation in 

the desert: 

for instance, that courage is admirable even in a 
cactus; that an abundance of some good things is 
perfectly compatible with a scarcity of others; 
that life is everywhere precarious, man everywhere 
small. And of course I learned also one platitude 
more: Wherever one goes one has one's self for 
company. (269-70) 

-------- -_.- --. 
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Some of these platitudes no doubt Van Dyke would have agreed 

with, but as "desert literature," to use Van Dyke's term, we 

have only to compare Krutch's conclusion with the ending of 

The Desert--"Mystery--that haunting sense of the unknown--is 

all that remains" (233)--to detect Krutch's more efferent 

stance as a reader of the desert. But Krutch's argument 

against the stalking of "exquisite sensations"--"the rare 

moment is not the morn~nt when there is something worth 

looking at but the moment when we are capable of seeing" 

(47, 48)--illustrates the difficulty of identifying any 

reading as either completely efferent or aesthetic. 

Like Van Dyke and the other earlier Southwest writers, 

Krutch down~lays the harsh climate of the desert in favor of 

its charms. We find him walking about his own property, and 

the rainy season is an opportunity to discuss the mesquite's 

second blooming and the appearance of frogs. We find him on 

an autumn morning "dreaming happily of the fact that before 

many hours have passed I shall be strolling coatless" (158). 

Krutch reads the desert as his horne. It is no longer the 

untracked alien land of the earlier writers and does not yet 

mirror the alienation of postrnodern experience. 

- - ----- ---------------- -~ --
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Abbey: Crawling 

While desert literature begins with a reading of the 

landscape, postmodern desert literature parallels the 

movement of literature in general, focusing on the reading 

itself. In a discussion of postmodern British novels, critic 

Randall stevenson says that they "concern themselves more or 

less directly with 'art, the great subject of modern 

artists'" (220). In a statement that approaches a postmodern 

manifesto, French novelist Alain Robbe-Grillet envisioned 

"an age of fiction in which . . . invention and imagination 

may finally become the subject of the book" (Snapshots and 

Towards a New Novel 46, 63). After Krutch it is impossible 

to discuss how ~~riters read nature, more particularly how 

Southwestern writers read the desert, without considering 

aspects of postmodernism: that language forms consciousness, 

that reality is subjective, that time is not linear and 

space not contiguous. 

Ed Abbey, in his introduction to Desert Solitaire 

(1968), confronts these issues directly. 

Since you cannot get the desert into a book any 
more than a fisherman can haul up the sea with his 
nets, I have tried to create a world of words in 
which the desert figures more as medium than as 
material. Not imitation but evocation has been the 
goal. (x) 

---- ------ --'-, --
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The desert is no longer an object, not even an object in 

which it is possible to be aesthetically immersed. It has 

become a medium, a language of itself. Abbey is preoccupied 

with that language: "mere appearances, with the surface of 

things." If the book "fails to engage and reveal the 

patterns of unifying relationships which form the true 

underlying reality of existence," it is because, of these, 

"I must confess I know nothing whatever" (xi). What is 

merely ~~parent requires more than merely seeing; it 

requires an essentialist reading of the desert with the 

body: 

In the first place you can't see anything from a 
car; you've got to get out of the goddamned 
contraption and walk, better yet crawl, on hands 
and knees, over the sandstone and through the 
thornbush and cactus. When traces of blood begin 
to mark your trail you'll see something, maybe. 
(xii) 

With Abbey, we have the first representation that takes into 

account detailed experiences of the body. While Van Dyke and 

Austin leave out the discomforts of experiencing the desert, 

modern writers such as Ed Abbey are more likely to include 

it. Perhaps contemporary readers are much more likely to 

actually have or intend experience of the desert, while 

certainly many of Van Dyke's readers did not, so that the 

nature of the vicarious experience the author presents must 

change. 

---------------- --- ------ --. 
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Abbey presents the problem of reading the landscape, 

and the vision that results, quite directly in this passage 

about a particular surface: 

There are several ways of looking at Delicate 
Arch. Depending on your preconceptions you may see 
the eroded remnant of a sandstone fin, a giant 
engagement ring cemented in rock, a bow-legged 
pair of petrified cowboy chaps, a triumphal arch 
for a procession of angels, ... You may see a 
symbol, & sign, a fact, a thing without meaning or 
a meaning which includes all things .... If 
Delicate Arch ha~ any significance it lies, I will 
venture, in the power of the odd and unexpected to 
startle the senses and surprise the mind out of 
their ruts of habit to compel us into a reawakened 
awareness of the wonderful .... Delicate Arch 
has the curious ability to remind us--like rock 
and sunlight an~ wind and wilderness--that out 
there is a different world: older and greater and 
deeper by far than ours, ... The shock of the 
real .... For a few moments we discover that 
nothing can be taken for granted, for if this ring 
of stone is marvelous then all which shaped it is 
marvelous, and our journey here on earth, able to 
see and touch and hear in the midst of tangible 
and mysterious things-in-themselves, is the most 
strange and daring of all adventures. (41-2) 

Postmodern aspects of this reading include the 

acknowledgement of "several ways of looking," the 

mul tip I ici ty of meaning-'-"You may see a symbol, a sign, a 

fact, a thing without meaning"--and ultimately, the self-

referential significance of the object: "the power of the 

odd and unexpected to startle the senses and surprise the 

mind." Interestingly, none of this is at odds with Van 

Dyke's reading, except that Van Dyke privileges a purely 

aesthetic reading and tries to anchor the wonder and mystery 

--- -'--- .---- ---
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of nature in a philosophy of humanity's relationship to it, 

the tenets of which Abbey assumes. For both Abbey and Van 

Dyke, the polemic lies close, always just under the surface 

of the narrative or the description; like Van Dyke, Abbey 

states his "basic assumption that wilderness is a necessary 

part of civilization" (54) and his claim that if "we could 

learn to love space as deeply as we are now obsessed with 

time, we might discover a new meaning in the phrase to live 

like men" (66). 

Like The Desert in its gross structure, D€sert 

Solitaire is a collection, although it is embedded with 

stories of people and events connected to Abbey's personal 

narrative through association with the place, rather than 

Van Dyke's carefully reasoned scientific information. This 

loose, journcll-like structure, recalling Thoreau's Walden, 

serves nature writers well, as Winterowd suggests, because 

it determines evocation of mind as well as place. Abbey's 

narrator's most radical act, the careful removal of five 

miles of survey stakes, literally reverses linear, 

hierarchical structure. Abbey's suggestion to the reader, in 

the "Author's Introduction," to take the book and "throw it 

at something big and glassy" further illustrates Abbey's 

ability to tie the physical to the metaphorical, to evoke 

experience, as a narrator and as an author, with the 

particular gesture. 
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Lopez: Preparing, Watching 

With Barry Lopez's Desert Notes (1976), we read perhaps 

the first poststructura1ist desert literature. Desert Notes 

illustrates the value of an eclectic, non-linear structure 

to writers more experimental than Abbey. By attempting to 

eliminate "the human element," Van Dyke highlighted the 

reader's vicarious aesthetic experience of the landscape. In 

Desert Notes, "pure" description of the landscape, reduced 

to about four pages at the structural center of the text, is 

embedded in detailed analysis of the aesthetic experience of 

it--how to prepare, what to intend, how to proceed. We have 

moved from Van Dyke, and others including Abbey, alerting us 

to what there is to read in this landscape, and why an 

aesthetic reading of it is important, to a ~e1ineation of 

the process of reading aesthetically. If "All deserts begin 

in the mind," then with contemporary writers we more 

directly investigate the mind's desert. The desert is now 

all "human element," and that human is the reader. 

Here, the desert is not so much a place as an interior 

process. In his final chapter, "Directions," he delineates 

the experience of reading the desert: 

On the third or fourth day, when you are ready to 
quit, you will know you are on your way. When your 
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throat is so thick with dust that you cannot 
breathe you will be almost halfway there. When the 
soles of your feet go numb with the burning and 
you cannot walk you will know that you have made 
no wrong turns. When you can no longer laugh at 
all it is only a little further. Push on. 
It will not be as easy as it sounds. (77) 

This reading, as presented, marshalls the entire body, as 

opposed to Van Dyke's, which begins with the eyes and ends 

in the visual aesthetic. But unlike Van Dyke reading for 

beauty and Abbey's physical, polemical reading, this one 

never ventures beyond the physical to Uexterior" contexts of 

art and beauty, history, land use, philosophy. Lopez's 

reading espouses no truths beyond the individual, physical 

experience, while continually undercutting its own 

assertions. 

Like The Desert and Desert Solitaire, Desert Notes 

begins with a preface that alerts the reader to the writer's 

stance in a complete and complex way. Lopez's "Introduction" 

gives a metaphor for reading the desert specifically, in its 

discussion of the futility of waiting for the landscape to 

reveal profundi ty, '''to 1 oosen into pieces to be I8xamined": 

You can't get at it this way. You must come with 
no intentions of discovery .... You can't learn 
anything from saguaro cactus, from ocotillo. They 
are just passing through, their much heralded 
dormancy in the dry season, these are only 
illusions of permanence. They know even less than 
you do. (xi-xii) 

Reading the desert requires the abandonment of conventional 

co:atexts and an openness to accident. "Waiting" opposes 
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"watching" in the same way the efferent opposes the 

aesthetic reading. 

The reading begins with "a series of strippings" 

suggested by Lopez's experience of driving across the desert 

by first letting go of the steering wheel, then by sitting 

in the passenger's seat, ·then leaving the van altogether and 

running beside it, all while the vehicle moves steadily on 

(xii). Lopez arrives at a new point of view by literally 

changing position: "Until then I did not understand how 

easily the vehicle's tendencies of direction and movement 

could be abandoned" (xii). The efferent--what is carried and 

carrying--is literally stripped away. Any attempt by the 

narrator to move beyond his stance to an efferent reading, 

to get what he carne for, fails. Lopez tells of his 

fascination with the desert's space, 

especially what hung in a layer just above the 
dust of the desert floor .... I suspected that 
everything lid corne here to find out was hidden 
inside that sheet of space. I developed methods of 
inquiry, although I appeared to be doing nothing 
at all .... I was almost successful. Toward the 
end of my inquiry I moved with exquisite ease. But 
I could not disguise the waiting. (xiii) 

Writing, as linear and goal-oriented, contrasts with 

watching, which paradoxically yields results: 

One morning as I stood watching the sunrise, 
washing out the blue black, watching the white 
crystalline stars fade, my bare legs quivering in 
the cool air, I noticed my hands had begun to 
crack and turn to dust. (xiii) 

-_._-- _. 
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When the reading moves from- efferent to aesthetic, Lopez, 

like other poststructural nature writers, becomes the 

1 andscape. 2 

'fhe "Introducti on" identi fies these issues for the 

reader, although the book itself never stops telling how to 

read the desert, and by implication, the book. From the 

early warning "You must be care~ul with everything, even 

with what I tElll you" (4) to the final "Prepare for the 

impact of nothing" (77), the book is a treatise on process, 

on becoming, not on achieved knowledge. 

Even its title suggests work in progress, and the 

structure of the work is not hierarchical or linear. In 

fact, after the "Introduction" but before the titled 

chapters is a second introduction, as if Lopez totally 

re~asts the first. This untitled section includes an 

invitation, description of the landscape, and instructions, 

both metaphorical and explicit: 

I know you are tired. I am tired too. Will you 
walk along the edge of the desert with me? I would 
like to show you what lies before us .... You 
can see out there to the edge where the desert 
stops and the mountains begin. You think it is 
perhaps ten miles. It is more than a hundred. Just 
before the sun sets all the colors will change. 
Green will turn to blue, red to 
gold. (3) ... This appears to be nothing at all, 

2 See, f or instance, Jim Harrison's "Passacagl i a on 
Getting Lost" and Joyce Carol Oates' "Against Nature" (both 
in On Nature, ed. Daniel Halpern, 1987). 

---- ---- ---_.-- ---



but it is a wall between you and what you are 
after. Be sure you are not tricked into thinking 
there is nothing to fea~. Moving on is not 
important. You must wait. You must take things 
down to the core. You must be careful with 
everything, even with what I tell you. (4) 

This narrative voice appears in some, but not all, of the 

chapters that follow, to finally reappear in the last 

chapter "Direction.s." The repetition of the voice and its 
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instructions lend a structural circularity, borrowed by the 

writer from the journey itself, that seems a hallmark of 

literary nature writing. For Lopez, a literal center of the 

circle lies in the land, not just in human experience or 

authorial consciousness, although what determines it as a 

center is the present and momentary perception of 

consciousness, looking out in every direction. His purely 

physical description of the desert, in the chapter 

"Perimeter," occurs at the center of the book and ends with 

a statement that comes closest to Lopez's version of the 

"truth" of the desert: 

From the middle of the desert even on a dark night 
you can look out at the mountains and perceive the 
differences in direction. From the middle of the 
desert you can see everything well, even in the 
black dark of a new moon. You know where 
everything is coming from. (35) 

"Everything" is, of course, problematical--metaphorical, 

elliptical, underscored by one of the final instructions in 

the book, "Prepare for the impact of nothing" (77). 

---------- ---- -- - ,-
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Harjo: Speaking Pictures 

A recent book of photographs and poetic prose, Secrets 

from the Center of the World (1989), seems at once both 

farthest from and closest to The Desert in attempting to 

represent the aesthetic experience of the landscape. The 

photographs, by Stephen strom, are finely detailed studies 

of the land of the Navajo and Hopi reservations, and in all 

but a few of the 30 photographs only the land itself fills 

the frame. Joy Harjo's poetic prose3 accompanies the 

photographs; sometimes the connection of a poem to a 

photograph is obvious, but more often the poem asserts 

associations beyond visual description. For instance, while 

one piece points to "this shou1derbone of earth made of a 

mythic monster's anger" (10), most of the juxtapositions 

resonate rather than literally correspond. A photograph of a 

red plain with small bushes, stretching away from the 

foreground, accompanies this response: 

If you look with the mind of the swirling earth 
near Shiprock you become the land, beautiful. And 
understand how three crows at the edge of the 

3 Harjo's terminology; she insists these are not poems 
but less tightly constructed responses to the photographs 
(Personal interview, 18 october 1990) . 

.. _---_._--------.- --,-- --
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highway, laughing, become three crows ~t the edge 
of the world, laughing. (4) 

Van Dyke called for "a poet with his fancies" to follow his 

account, based on visual detail (albeit through a lover's 

eyes), and Abbey makes it clear that only evocation is 

possible; Secrets from the Center of the World more 

extremely emphasizes both the literal and the poetic aspects 

of the landscape, because of the postmodern use of mixed 

media and juxtaposition. 

Like Van Dyke, Austin, Abbey, and Lopez, Harjo begins 

with a Preface that directly informs the reader how to read 

both the book and its subject. Her first assertion is that 

the land speaks. The metaphor of reading the landscape, or 

at least listening to it, is asserted as literally possible: 

There are distinct voices, languages that belong 
to particular areas. There are voices inside 
rocks, shallow washes, shifting skies; they are 
not silent. (Preface) 

For Harjo, the land also moves, "subtle, unseen, like 

breathing" and with proper attention the viewer/reader "can 

see it, feel it, hear it, know it." She points to Strom's 

photographs as a way to this knowledge, and also as a way to 

knowing the landscape as its inhabitants know it. 

You can look at the photograph called "White Mesa 
Overlook" ana know something of the way the land 
speaks, of the way the Navajo people respond to 
it. (Preface) 

Harjo specifies that 

--------',-- -.-- ---
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The photographs are not separate from the land, or 
larger than it. Rather they gracefully and 
respectfully exist inside it. Breathe with it. 
(Preface) 

"Breathe with it" describes, metaphorically, the close 

relationship of the photographs to the land, but can also be 

interpreted as a direction to the reader, to assume a 

relationship of aesthetic immersion with the land. 

The written text of the book demonstrates Harjo's 

relationship to the land in ways that are more obviously 

metaphorical than earlier writers, partly because the short 

pieces are more lyric than discursive or narrative, but also 

because she is demonstrating a re~ationship to the land more 

complex than that of master, steward, or even lover. This 

relationship involves not only the land and human 

personality, but language, consciousness, shifting 

boundaries of subject and object, reader and text, 

subjectivity of time and space--a1l hallmarks of 

postmodernism and perhaps a version of Van Dyke's idea of 

the "fancies" of the poet who would come after. But as a 

reading of the desert, Harjo's responses are problematic. 

The literal descriptions of the landscape rest on strom's 

photographs; Harjo's poetic prose was written in response to 

the photographs, not the land itse1f.4 Unexpectedly, the 

4 Personal interview, 18 October, 1990. 
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writing remains curiously, perhaps naively, mute on its own 

position as response to the representation of 

representation. Another aspect that undercuts Harjo's 

authority is that these are not her tribal lands. A 

transcendental knowledge of nature, rooted in Native 

American religions and sometimes attributed to all Native 

Americans, is more difficult to assume in this case. Harjo's 

work here lacks the authorial self-consciousness of post

structuralist writing while assuming other postmodern 

techniques and sUbjects. The relation of aspects of 

postmodernism and Native American literature, with 

apparently similar concepts of time and space, needs 

clarification; aspects of the writing may coincide without 

being related. Harjo's identity as a Native American 

supersedes a postmodernist label. 

While Van Dyke's nature philosophy, grounded in the 

aesthetic sense, continually arose from his literal visual 

descriptions, Harjo's text evokes a range of abstractions 

evoked by the accompanying photographs. The procrression of 

d~sert literature, from Van Dyke onward, has been from the 

concrete to the abstract, from the exterior to the interior, 

although nature writers have always investigated the meaning 

of the environment to the individual. Austin, Lummis, 

Krutch, and Abbey divulge secrets from an other world. With 

Lopez and Harjo and strom, we have examples of postmodern 

___________ __ r_ ---
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nature writing: both their content and form (to separate 

these contextual entities for a moment) demonstrate the' 

subjectivity and interiority of postmodernism. strom and 

Harjo are divulging Secrets from the Center of the World, 

after all. 

Harjo's postmodernism, like Lopez's, emphasizes an 

aesthetic reading of the desert. In the first piece, she 

identifies a reality, ever familiar but unreachable by 

language: 

My house is the red earth; it could be the center 
of the world .... Words cannot construct it, for 
there are some sounds left to sacred wordless 
form. (2) 

This recalls Van Dyke's "We shoot arrows at the sun in vain; 

yet still we shoot" (ix) and Abbey's insistence on evocation 

as the only possibility. Harjo says "This land is a poem of 

ochre and burnt sand I could never write" and asserts nature 

as a reality eclipsing humanity when she asks, "does 

anything written ever matter to the earth, wind, and sky?" 

(30). Only in reading the desert can we hope to write it, 

and then only in limited, human ways. 

As Abbey suggests and as Lopez demonstrates, the 

boundaries between the desert traveler and the desert 

itself, in these readings, dissolve: all deserts begin in 

the mind, as a text created and reflected onto and back from 

the landscape. Ultimately the reader, who perceives/creates 

. -_ ..... _---------------- -- --
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a beloved, or at least an emotionally charged, desert/text 

from the literal landscape, becomes, in some way, the text--

the ultimate aesthetic reading. For Lopez, after much 

investigation by "methods of inquiry," he notices his "hands 

had begun to crack and turn to dust" (xiii). For Harjo, "If 

you look with the mind of the swirling earth near Shiprock 

you become the land, beautiful" (4). Desert literature has 

moved from Van Dyke's objectified pedagogy of seeing to the 

subjective assumption of the landscape, so that to see it 

can mean to become it--the ultimate compenetration, the 

ultimate transactional event. Van Dyke obviously hoped that 

to see the desert might be to save it from development. 

Harjo's vision, based in Native American culture, asserts an 

interrelatedness espoused by even the mildest modern 

environmentalist. 

In Harjo's case, not only does the reader become the 

text but the reader sees herself in the text; parts of the 

textual reality are appropriated as parts of the 

reader/writer. One photograph prompts her to write, "In 

winter it is easier to see what my death might look like, 

over there, disappearing into the misty, spotted rocks" 

(34), and for another she writes, 

And in the season of new grass my birth is more 
visible, in the young lambs playing beside their 
mothers, in the gleam of prophetic stars and the 
iridescent blur of dragonflies that fly between 
heaven and hell. (36) 
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The photograph its~lf--a summer landscape (the same view as 

in· the winter photograph) in which two hogans are barely 

discernible, and some white specks may be new lambs--

emphasizes the subjectivity of this perception. The stars 

and dragonflies are not visible or even represented in the 

photograph. Reality is rendered personal, subjective. 

This kind of extension of the writer into the 

landscape, the reader into the text, also takes the form of 

"contextuall y-correct." (in terms of the use of the figure in 

Native American storytelling) personification of the 

landscape. The reading, like Thoreau's reading of "his" 

nature, carries with it a cultural context. One photograph, 

of swirling geological formations, is juxtaposed with a 

description: "Two sisters meet on horseback .... Their 

horses are rose sand, with manes of ashy rock" (42). In 

another, "These smoky bluffs are old traveling companions" 

(44). Ironically, one poem cautions the reader against what 

could be interpreted as the aesthetic reading, of the 

experience of the desert or of life itself: 

Don't bother the earth spirit who lives here. She 
is working on a story. It is the oldest story in 
the world and it is delicate, changing. If she 
sees you watching she will invite you in for 
coffee .... But this is no ordinary story. You 
will have to endure earthquakes, lightning, the 
deaths of all those you love, the most blinding 
beauty. It's a story so compelling you may never 
want to leave; this is how she traps you. See that 
stone finger over there? That is the only one who 
ever escaped. (54) 

---------- --_ .. -
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There is a danger in the aesthetic reading, but if "escape" 

is to literally become part of the landscape or to leave 

something concrete behind to be read by others, then reading 

is imperative. As Lopez cautions in his preface: "I will 

leave you alone now to look out on the desert. What makes 

you want to leave now is what is trying to kill you" (5). 

Harjo's caution to the reader in fact invites, in a way that 

the harshness of the arid lands have always invited 

conquering, using, knowing. 

Harjo's expression of the relation of the writer's 

physical movement/location to the reading of the landscape 

contrasts with that of earlier writers, revealing postmodern 

aspects. Of the relationship of language to consciousness, 

the postmodern view that "language makes consciousness 

possible" (Crowley 4) parallels Harjo's claim that 

the landscape forms the mind. If I stand here long 
enough I'll learn how to sing ... something cool 
as the blues, or close to the sound of a Navajo 
woman singing early in the morning. (22) 

If language shapes consciousness, and the land can determine 

expression, then a sort of discourse of the landscape--

reading (into) it, writing (of) it--circumscribes our 

relationship to it. Harjo describes an aesthetic reading of 

the landscape when she says "Moenkopi Rise stuns me into 

perfect relationship" (12). Land, so long a medium of 

economic exchange, becomes also a medium of emotional and 

--------"-- _.--. -
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intellectual exchange, even if this exchange exists only in 

the realm of discourse. The transaction between text and 

reader is mutual, for Harjo: 

This earth has dreamed me to stand on the rise of 
this highway, to admire who she has become. (50) 
I have lost my way many times in this world, only 
to return to these rounded, shimmering hills and 
see myself recreated more beautiful than I could 
ever beliE!ve. (52) 

That the text can "dream" or recreate the reader--or 

actually, that the reader (nature writer) can ascribe to the 

text (nature) this ability and then express this to other 

readers--argues for a postmodern nature writing which surely 

owes more to literature than to science, and goes farther in 

suggesting the forms of human relationship to the land than 

science can. 

For Harjo, these transactions are never far from 

simple, physical terms: 

My cheek is flat against memory described by stone 
and lichen. The center of the world is within 
reach. (48) 

Racing the flamboyant plain of sunset, these rocks 
are antelope, hurtling toward the edge of the 
world. I race with them and anticipate that 
gorgeous leap into knowing everything. (58) 

The personal, physical metaphors emphasize such a 

relationship to the landscape. The features of the landscape 

are real--we have the photographs as evidence--although the 

factual details of travel, the realities of weather are 

omitted. We are back to a purified sensual, aesthetic 

---_._-------------_.- _.--. -
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reverential, is intensely personal. 

Conclusion 
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It is difficult to visualize nature writing not driven 

by the environmental polemic; Van Dyke's achievement, for 

modern readers, rests on the force and prescience of his 

argument to conserve a "wasteland," as well as on the 

forcefulness of his romunticization. The moral ethic that 

grounds nature writing points to the desire for consensus, 

for a relation to the land that encompasses respect for the 

power and variety of nature, even when laden with a cynicism 

that underscores the argument, as for Van Dyke and Abbey. 

That both Lopez and Harjo admit a "center" to the landscape 

implies that consensus is still possible, that to work from 

an ethic is necessary rather than naive, whether or not the 

environment is "saved." 

In a recent essay, the writer Edward Hoagland argues 

that American writers "have lost a good deal of their moral 

force" ("Shh! Our Writers Are Sleeping!" 58). He cites the 

"ghettoization" of nature writers, whose province is the 

outdoors, while the "fictioneers" claim "nature indoors" 

(60), although for Hoagland no contemporary writer seems 

------ ---------
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able to combine scene and character to produce a study of 

life in the manner of Melville and Faulkner. For the best 

nature writers, past and present, the land itself is a 

character. As literal ghettoj.zation of nature proceeds, the 

ethical stances--individual versions of loyalty to the 

environment that are native and obvious, and of course 

commercially valuable--of nature writers may indeed work in 

favor of Lopez's hope that nature writing will "one day 

produce a major and lasting body of American literature" 

("Barry Lopez" 297). If this occurs, it will depend on how 

nature writers re~d the environment, and to what ends. Only 

the portrayal of the aesthetic experience of nature that 

includes particular physical readings--in Van Dyke's words, 

"as important a factor in the scheme of human happiness as 

the corporeal sense of eating and drinking" (The Desert 

60)--can insure a literature, and a nature, worth reading. 

---- ----_ .. _- -- ,_ .... 



CHAPTER 4 

FIGURE AS ARGUMENT, OR THE USEFULNESS OF 

BEAUTY 
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Nature writing that succeeds as literature begins with 

the writer's version of a transaction, momentary or ongoing, 

with nature, and results in another transaction, between 

reader and written text. The readings, of nature and of 

text, turn naturally on metaphor, "the very constitutive 

ground of language" (Jaynes 48). Emerson's claim that "The 

world is emblematic. Parts of speech are metaphors, because 

the whole of nature is a metaphor of the human mind" 

suggests both the intensity and the directness of 

connections between thought and the natural world (Nature 

41). If the mind creates nature, then the metaphors of 

Southwestern nature writers help to shape a cultural vision 

of the desert that determines what it actually becomes. The 

land is transformed, first by language, then in fact. 

Early authors of desert literature wrote divergent versions 

of the landscape, perhaps more so than contemporary writers. 

For .instance, the contrast between turn-of-the-century 

writers John C. Van Dyke and Charles F. Lummis is striking: 

V~n Dyke values the desert as an aesthetic ideal, while 

-- ----._--- ---_._------------- -_.-
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Lummis emphasizes tourism. Fewer differences exist in the 

writing of contemporary nature writers such as Ed Abbey and 

Barry Lopez. One way to sort through the differences, the 

development, and rhetorical strategies of desert literature 

is to investigate writers' various metaphors. The use of 

tropes; including metaphor, determine the acceptance of 

literary nonfiction as literature. As strategies a writer 

uses to present a point of view, tropes are rhetorical, 

employing each of the three classical appeals. Aristotle 

described the ways in which metaphor met the appeals when he 

noted that metaphor is valuable to the prose writer 

especially, whose "resources are scantier than those of 

poets," because of its ability to give "style clearness, 

charm, and distinction as nothing else can" (168). The 

"distinction" conferred becomes an attribute of the writer's 

ethos, "charm" is the disarming of the audience to accept 

the figure as clear and logical. Aside from its service to 

art, metaphor (and ar.y other trope) serves argument, can 

indeed even be the center of the argument, as for the issue 

of art for art's sake, because whatever art means or doesn't 

mean rests on metaphorical explication. Art for art's sake 

arguments--whether art is to be appreciated in terms of 

evocative visual sensation or as story (culture, history, 

psychology)--are still the critical arguments, for art, and 

by analogy, for nature. Nature writers use metaphor to argue 

--------- ------ --- -- - . -
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a particular vision of the landscape for the readers, at the 

least, and at the most, they build on the metaphors of ~heir 

vision to argue for conservation and to assert philosophies 

of Nature. Contemporary writers exchange a dependence on 

metaphor for an emphasis on paradox, reflecting contempot'C'l.ry 

literary movements and underscoring the status of this 

nonfiction as literature. The rhetorical use of paradox-

paradox as argument--suggests the increasing sophistication 

of audiences, writers, and the issues of the landscape, its 

appreciation and its use. 

Nature Writer as Tourist 

Charles F. Lummis' Some Strange Corners of Our Country 

(1891) presents an early vision that sensationalizes the 

desert as a tourist destination. Lummis' l~nguage 

specifically determines highly emotional metaphors. The 

rivers of the desert are "as treacherous as its winds," the 

cacti are "strange freaks of vegetable life, and "the weird 

and deadly valleys" display "supernatural atmospheric 

effects" (34, 36, 37). Lummis' early success as a newspaper 

reporter may have determined his sensational tone. He began 

his adventures in the southwest (as it was named first by 

him) writing of his travels for the Los Angeles Times and 

.. - ._-- -------_._-----------._- -- ~ - -
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then later-·at the time of the publication of this book--

earned his living writing for eastern magazines. Because 

Lummis made his living as, according to Lawrence Clark 

Powell, "the first and best popularizer of the Southwest," 

perhaps another metaphor, of the desert as a source of 

income, affected Lummis' vision (xiii). He has this, at 

least, in common with contemporary writers and academics. 

In his chapter, "The American Sahara," set among others 

extolling the beauties of the Grand Canyon, the Petrified 

Forest, and the wonderful and curious habits of the Hopis 

and other native people, Lummis describes the deadly horrors 

of "The Great American Desert." His authority is 

established, like Van Dyke's, by personal experience. From 

its "gruesome parts" to its "grimmest recesses," Lummis "has 

walked its hideous length alone and wounded" (29). His 

physical experience lends authority to his description of 

the landscape as a silent, deceptive background to human 

tragedy: 

If its parched sands could speak their record, 
what a story they might tell of unearthly 
sufferings and raving death; . . . of drawn human 
faces that peered hungrily at yon lying image of a 
placid lake, and toiled frantically on to sink at 
last, hopeless and strengthless, in the hot dust 
which the mirage had painted with the hues and the 
very waves of water (31). 

The landscape acts by its illusions, yet remains mute and 

intractable. Essentially wild, the desert differs from the 

------- ._- -. 
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wilderness familiar to European civilization because at this 

time it appears useless, a wasteland. If uncontrolled growth 

of vegetation implies wilderness, wildness is the essence of 

the desert: wildness as unmanageable, unknowable, useless. 

The irony, for Lurnmis' ori~inal audience, is that the 

book is an argument for tourism as patriotism: 

I hope to live to see Americans proud of knowing 
America, and ashamed not to know it; ... If we 
would cease to depend so much upon other countries 
for our models of life and thought, we would have 
taken the first step toward the Americanism which 
should be, but is not, ours. (2) 

Lummis would have his readers at least use the desert as 

inspiration for a collective identity. Hence the metaphor of 

the Sahara: if Americans have privileged the sightseeing of 

other continents over their own, then that is what they 

know. Lummis works from what his audience--obviously those 

Americans who traveled or whose aspirations determined their 

reading--knows. Desert literature is always an exercise in 

making the alien familiar, and for this audience, the 

foreign version of the landscape, popularized in British and 

Continental writing (for instance, Charles M. Doughty's 

Travels in Arabia Deserta, published in 1888) that stressed 

the exoticism of North Africa, was the more familiar. Van 

Dyke identifies the problematic expectations at the 

beginning of The Desert 

The first going-down into the desert is always 
something of a surprise. The fancy has pictured 
one thing; the reality shows quite another thing. 
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Where and how did we gain the idea that the desert 
was mere a sea of sand? Did it come from that 
geography of our youth with the illustration of 
the sand-storm, the flying camel, and th~ over
excited Bedouin? (23) 

Lummis uses the exoticism of the American desert to 

encourage his readers, even if only vicariously in their 

reading of his book, to bolster a national self-image, to 

see it and therefore to own it, as if the desert were one 

physical manifestation of a collective, idealized American 

personality. 

The Desert as Beauty 

In sharp contrast to Lummis' book, John C. Van Dyke's 

The Desert, published ten years later, employs a less public 

metaphor that more directly addresses the issue of use. In 

his preface, Van Dyke identifies himself as "only a lover," 

the book as aonl y an excuse for talking about the beautiful 

things in this desert world" (ix). The poet Richard Shelton, 

in his introduction to the 1980 edition of The Desert, 

writes 

He was on a binge, possibly the greatest binge of 
his life, an enormous flirtation with death and a 
love affair with the desert's beauty ... his 
affair with the desert was a love affair in the 
gr.and manner, to w'hich he gave himsel f entirely 
and for which he risked his life each day. (xiv, 
xvi) 
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The critic Peter Wild identifies Van Dyke as a "romantic 

lover" who "gives his all to glorify his mistress, nature, 

here celebrated as newly found and newly intriguing" ("Van 

Dyke's Shoes" 410). Van Dyke's use of the desert is as 

innocent (or not) as a lover's of the beloved. The romantic 

metaphor as a rhetorical device conveys a passionate 

attachment that a sympathetic reader can assume. The lover's 

stance models a vicarious relationship of reader to object 

(the landscape) that, if successful, expands to include the 

reader's relationship to the book itself. 

From the beginning of the book, in its "Preface-

Dedication," Van Dyke has identified his audience as "you, 

and the nature-loving public you represent" (ix). For him, 

love of nature (although he admits it "is after all an 

acquired taste" [viii]) breeds understanding on its own 

terms, and he includes his readers in this dynamic, with the 

rhetorical effect of persuading them of his view. In a 

passage near the end of the book, he disassociates himself 

from literary romanticism in supporting his nature 

philosophy: 

scott, Byron, Hugo--not one of the old 
romanticists ever knew Nature except as in some 
strained way symbolic of human happiness or 
misery. Even when the naturalists of the last half 
of the nineteenth century took up the study they 
were impressed at first only with the large and 
more apparent beauties of the world--the Alps, the 
Niagaras, ... They never would have tolerated 
the desert for moment. 

------_._-- -- - . -
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But the Nature-lover of the present, who has 
taken so kindly to the minor beauties of the 
world, has perhaps a little wider horizon than his 
predecessors. Not that his positive knowledge is 
so much greater, but rather where he lacks in 
knowledge he declines to condemn .... 

That is something of an advance no doubt--a 
grasp at human limitations at least--but there is 
no reason to think that it will lead to any lofty 
heights. Nature never intended that He should 
fully understand. (211-2) 

Van Dyke flatters his audience, includes them in his 

privileged understanding, which arises =rom and feeds his 

passion, but this understanding is undercut by the greatness 

of the object itself, before which Van Dyke and his readers 

stand together. Paradoxically, Van Dyke's understanding, 

which he argues should be his audience's, encompasses what 

can never be fully understood. He reads Nature by degrees, 

as a modernist would: a "grasp of human limitations" is all 

that is possible, and beauty is transcendent but complete 

understanding is not. That he himself uses the desert to 

illustrate and symbolize Nature's processes does not prevent 

him from including, and thereby persuading, his readership 

of his privileged view. His use of the desert, of both the 

romantic and scientific aspects, is as illustration of his 

nature philosophy. He constructs the physical desert for his 

readers, with observed visual detail and scientific 

explanation, and this constructed desert shows, 

metaphorically, all the facets of Van Dyke's philosophy. 

This desert argues the existence of a life force that 
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intends survival of myriad species without concern for the 

individual, shows that character is beauty, displays forms 

of beauty that transcend human dialogue. 

Van Dyke's skillful and particular combining of the 

scientific and the romantic provide the precision and the 

emphasis that make this work literature. In a passage that 

pa.callels Lummis' version of the desert, with its "gruesome 

parts" and "grimmest recesses," at once the perpetrator and 

the scene of fatal deceptions, Van Dyke introduces the 

metaphor of veiling, a conventional romantic figure. The 

metaphor, however, arises from particularly observed 

physical details, rather than obscuring them with its 

implications. Careful observation--for Van Dyke, the 

explication of the science of visiou--casts a scientific 

light on the apprehension of beauty. To use the example of 

mirages, Van Dyke begins with the dictionary definition, 

laments its inadequacy, and continues his own explanation--

of bent light rays, the refraction of light through dense 

air strata, the reversal of images--for several pages (117-

121). He then describes several examples of mirages, 

including those oommonly seen at sea, and those of cattle, 

horses, rising buttes, and water mirages. Finally, he argues 

the beauty of mirages, implying the value of such beauty: 

[R]efracted or reflected, every feature of the 
water-mirage is attractive .... But with all its 
natural look one is at loss to understand how it 
could ever be seriously accepted as fact .... I 

'---._-,,-------- '-- _.- .-
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never knew any healthy eye that did not grow 
suspicious of it after the first glance. It 
trembles and glows too much and soon reveals 
itself as something intangible, hardly of earth, 
little more than a shifting fantasy .... Yet its 
illusiveness adds to, rather than detracts from, 
its beauty .... It has no more substantial 
fabric than the golden haze that lies in the 
canyons at sunset. It is only one of nature's 
veilings which she puts on or off capriciously. 
But again its loveliness is not the less when its 
uncertain, fleeting character is revealed. It is 
one of the desert's most charming features because 
of its-strange light and its softly glowing 
opaline color. And there we have corne back again 
to that beauty in landscape which lies not in the 
lines of mountain valley and plain, but in the 
almost formless masses of color and light. (125-7) 

Van Dyke, wise to the trickery of mirage, nevertheless 

appreciated its charms. Indeed, the depth of his 

appreciation depends on his knowledge of natural structures 

and processes. 1 For Van Dyke, beauty lies most essentially 

in what is "not there," in formlessness, rather than in 

conventional substantive features. He associates pure form 

and color with the feminine through the veiling metaphor. 

1 The description, in his book In Egypt (1931), of the 
dream of the Bedouin girl, in which a girl he is sitting 
near is transformed into an Egyptian princess, illustrates 
in detai 1 this dynamic. After several·pages of rich detai 1 , 
including twenty lines of poetry sung by the "Hathor," Van 
Dyke offers an explanation of this combination of fantasy 
and memory as resulting from tiredness, from "weeks and 
weeks of museum study and temple visiting .... The mind 
registered the confusion" (201). Practical or scientific 
explanations may underlie, but do not diminish, aesthetic 
appreciation. The explanation satisfies curiosity but cannot 
inspire awe. 

--- .-----. 
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In her critique of the historical feminization of the 

American landscape, The Lay of the Land (1975), Annette 

Kolodny identifies 

what is probably America's oldest and most 
cherished fantasy: a daily reality of harmony 
between man and nature based on an experience of 
the land as essentially feminine--that is, not 
simply the land as mother, but the land as woman, 
the total female principle of gratification-
enclosing the individual in an environment of 
ieceptivity, repose, and painless and integral 
satisfaction. {4) 

For Van Dyke, the desert gratifies a highly developed visual 

aesthetic sense. As Kolodny points out, genderizing the 

natural world is a familiar convention of Indo-European 

languages, even before Europeans carne to America; the 

argument of her book is that this particular metaphor, 

"land-as-woman," continues to resonate in our "patterns of 

daily activity" (9). Van Dyke's work supports this claim, 

because he uses feminine metaphors for Nature in discussions 

of his nature philosophy, and, by extension, the desert. 

While Van Dyke surely was aware of "America's oldest and 

most cherished fantasy: a daily reality of harmony between 

man and nature based on an experience of the land as 

essentially feminine" (Kolodny 4), he is not necessarily one 

of its victims, because his genderization employs aspects of 

feminine existence beyond gratification. In the most 

detailed explication of his nature philosophy in The Desert, 

he writes: 

------ -- - - -
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Nature seems a benevolent or a malevolent goddess 
just as our own inadequate vision happens to see 
her. If we have eyes only for her creative 
beauties we think her all goodness; if we see only 
her power of destruction we incline to think she 
is all evil .... 

The good goddess has a hand that builds up. 
Yes; and she has another hand that takes 
down. . .. She in herself is both growth and 
decay .... She is neither good not evil; she is 
only a great law of change that passeth 
understanding. (128-9) 

In his interpretation of the metaphor, Van Dyke provides 

less limited versions of the feminine and of nature. 

The conventional feminization of Nature seems at odds 

with the revelation that "she" is "only a great law of 

change" and with Van Dyke's use of neutral pronouns when 

discussing nature elsewhere. For instance, he argues in his 

autobiography against including "the human element" in 

nature writing "because Nature itself is, or should be, the 

all absorbing topic" (245). Perhaps, for his late Victorian 

nature-loving readers, and of course for Van Dyke as well, 

this conventional genderization, the combining of the 

personal and the abstract, facilitated appreciation of the 

strange and impersonal. Indeed, Kolodny suggests that "to 

make the new continent Woman was already to civilize it a 

bit" (9), a strategy that may explain Van Dyke's 

inconsistent feminization of Nature. For Van Dyke, 

feminization advances his argument by its familiarity. 

--_ ... --------------.- --.~ --
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Van Dyke's use of the feminine metaphor in his 

discussion of Nature as if she were a purposeful, if 

mysterious, being does not diminish the importance of 

science, ~ven of Darwinism, to his romanticism. The 

philosophical discussion, quoted above, ends with the claim 

that 

Perhaps now we are coming closer to an 
understanding of Nature's method. It is the 
species that she designs to last, for a period at 
least; and the individual is of no great 
importance (131). 

Van Dyke then supports this with several pages describing 

particular desert plants: 

It is a small matter whether there are a thousand 
acres of grease wood more or less, but it is 
important that the family be not extinguished. It 
grows readily in the most barren spots, is very 
abundant and very hardy, and hence is protected 
only by an odor and a varnish. On the contrary 
take the bisnaga--a rather rare cactus. It has 
only a thin, short tap-root, therefore it has an 
enormous upper reservoir in which to store water, 
and a most formidable armor of fish-hook shaped 
spines that no beast or bird can penetrate. (131) 

Ultimately, his metaphor leads from the romantic experience 

of nature to the science of natural history. His nature 

philosophy, the essence of which is his conception of 

"beauty," rests on both romantic and scientific aspects. 

The contrast of Van Dyke's writing with Lummis' is most 

noticeable in their conclusions about the fate of the 

desert. Whatever the wonders of the desert, and however 

easily "we can roll across it in a day in Pullman palace-

. ------------- -- -- .-- . --
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cars" (Some Strange Corners 28), Lummis concludes that "all 

the ingenuity of man will never change most of it from the 

irredeemable and fearful wilderness it is to-day" (42). In 

contrast, Van Dyke saw irrevocable change even in 1898. 

Yet here is more beauty destined to 
destruction. . .. [N]ot even the spot deserted by 
reptiles shall escape the industry or the avarice 
(as you pl~ase) of man. (The Desert 57) 

Where Lummis finds terror, Van Dyke sees only beauty, even 

in what the audience might find repulsive: 

But why are not the coyote and the lizard 
beautiful too? Why not the beauty of the horned 
toad and the serpent? Are we never to love or to 
admire save where form and color tickle the eye? 
Are these forever to monopolize the name of beauty 
and gather to themselves the world's applause? 

If we could but rid ourselves of the false 
ideas, which taken en masse, are called education, 
we should know that there is nothing ugly under 
the sun, save that which comes from human 
distortion. (192) 

For Van Dyke, the desert is beauty, nature exposed, a 

discrete and specific system from which to argue his art for 

art's sake, and nature for nature's sake, philosophy, as 

well as to argue for conservation. Lummis's reading of the 

desert is as of an "other" place, to be conquered again and 

again by further reading of it by others--his readers. Van 

Dyke consistently connects his instruction in the 

identification of beauty to instruction in the proper 

response: conservation. 

--------".~ _.--.-



Van Dyke juxtaposes arguments about beauty with 

arguments for conservation throughout The Desert, most 

obviously in the chapter "The Bottom of the Bowl." He 

identifies "the most decorative landscape in the world, a 

landscape all color, a dream landscape," but as always, 

description advances to assertion: 
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Form is almost blurred out in favor of color and 
air. Yet here is more beauty destined to 
destruction (57). 
The deserts should never be reclaimed. They are 
the breathing-spaces of the west and should be 
preserved forever.(59) 

He underscores his points with cynicism, a rhetorical 

strategy that works in Ed Abbey's writing also, as a protest 

to be denied by the audience's movement to action. "To speak 

about sparing anything because it is beautiful," Van Dyke 

writes, "is to waste one's breath and incur ridicule in the 

bargain." 

The aesthetic sense--the power to enjoy through 
the eye, the ear, and the imagination--is just as 
important a factor in the scheme of human 
happiness as the corporeal sense of eating and 
drinking; but there has never been a time when the 
world would admit it. (60) 

Beauty is sustenance, by this analogy, supremely useful. The 

Desert prefigures contemporary environmental arguments by 

description, which necessarily involves metaphor--the desert 

as beloved, and veiled, complex, charming--and by the close 

identification of beauty with human welfare. 

-------_ .. - -_.- . --
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The Desert as Home 

Mary Austin's The Land of Little Rain (1903) appeared 

not long after The. Desert, and provides an interesting 

comparison with the work of her contemporaries. Austin's 

view of the desert, like Van Dyke's but unlike Lummis's, is 

not that it is irredeemable and fearful, but that it has an 

existence and integrity beyond human apprehension of it: 

Not the law but the land sets the limit (3). 
Go as far as you dare in the heart of a lonely 
land, you cannot go so far that life and death are 
not before you. (13) 

Austin confesses to being a romantic, and describes what she 

loves and tries but of ~ourse fails to explain. She recounts 

the legend of a river in the desert, 

the fabled Hassaympa [sic], of whose waters, if 
any drink, they can no more see fact as naked 
fact, but all radiant the color of romance. I, who 
must have drunk of it in my twice seven years' 
wandering, am assured that it is worth while. (21) 

The reader is alerted to a romantic stance. As with Van 

Dyke, what remains is evocation and a minimizing of human 

concerns, both prefigurations of contemporary desert 

literature: 

For one thing there is the divinest, cleanest air 
to be breathed anywhere in God's world. Some day 
the world will understand that (16-7). 
For all the toll the desert takes of a man it 
gives compensations, deep breaths, deep sleep, and 
the communion of the stars .... They look large 
and near and pa1pitant; as if they moved on some 

"_._"----------
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stately service not needful to declare. Wheeling 
to their stations in the sky, they make the poor 
world-fret of no account. Of no account you who 
lie out there watching, nor the lean coyote that 
stands off in the scrub from you and howls and 
howls. (21) 

Like Van Dyke, Austin argues the indifference of the desert, 

to arrive at a similar philosophical view. Ear11 in The Land 

of Little Rain she warns, "Go as far as you dare in the 

heart of a lonely land, you cannot go so far that life and 

death are not before you" (13). Her chapter on storms, 

"Nurslings of the Sky," illustrates her use of emotional 

detail, rather than the scientific explanations Van Dyke 

provides: 

All that storms do to the face of the earth you 
may read in the geographies, but not what they do 
to our contemporaries .... What taxed me most in 
the wreck of one of my favorite canons by 
cloudburst was to see a bobcat mother mouthing her 
drowned kittens in the ruined lair built in the 
wash, far above the limit of accustomed waters, 
but not far enough for the unexpected. After a 
time you get the point of view of gods about these 
things to save you from being too pitiful. (252-3) 

Austin here uses the sentimental quite blatantly and disarms 

it, to demonstrate the seriousness of her vision, however 

romantic. Rhetorically, then, her vision assumes for her 

readers a greater stature, "the point of view of gods." The 

romantic's love of the landscape does not prevent a 

necessary detachment from immediate concerns, and in fact 

this detachment, a seeing beyond the moment and the 

individual, sharpens the emotion. 

----- ---- - -
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Austin is aware of emotional effects on the writer, 

as a reader of the landscape, as well as on her own readers. 

As someone who inhabits the desert, not just explores it 

(even if only for "health and information," to use Van 

Dyke's stated intention), her romanticism is undercut by the 

habits of daily activities: 

And yet--and yet--is it net perhaps to satisfy 
expectation that one falls into the tragic key in 
writing of desertness? The more you wish of it the 
more you get, and in the mean time lose much of 
pleasantness. In that country which begins at the 
foot of the east slope of the Sierras and spreads 
out by less and less lofty hill ranges toward the 
Great Basin, it is possible to live with great 
zest, to have red blood and delicate joys (20). 

She evokes tragic and joyful aspects of existence. Instead 

of the personification of Nature, Austin illuminates the 

"human element" in nature: tales of miners, farmers, 

hunters, Mexican villagers, Indians. ~letaphorical views of 

the landscape are attached to particular, more or less 

developed personalities .. Austin's vision of the landscape as 

home, of being in and of the land, is less extravagantly 

metaphorical than that of her male contemporaries. 

In light of Kolodny's work, The Land of Little Rain 

suggests implications for a discussion of feminine 

expe~ience of the land. Kolodny suggests that early 

nineteenth century novelists 

converted the pastoral possibility into the 
excusive prerogative of a single male figure, 
living out a highly eroticized and intimate 

---- ---- .--- _. 
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relationship with a landscape at once suggestively 
sexual, but overwhelmingly maternal. (134) 

Van Dyke's quite conscious romantic attachment differs from 

Austin's by a crucial point: to Austin, the desert is home. 

Van Dyke is the "single male figure, living out a highly 

eroticized and intimate relationship with a landscape," 

while Austin's landscape is where she lives, with other 

individuals defined by both relationships to the land and to 

each other. The display of these relationships deemphasizes 

any singular maternal metaphor of the land itself, for 

Austin. In particular, her account of the basketmaker 

Seyavi, literally a mother with cultural and economic 

connections to the land more profound than even the 

impoverished settlers, illustrates a significant contrast to 

the men's writing of that time. Even Lummis, in his chapters 

on Native Americans, discusses the structure of their homes, 

the initiation rituals for young males, without any hint of 

th~ir (or his own) personal attachment to the land. In 

contrast with Van Dyke's feminization of Nature, Austin 

gives an account of feminization in nature. Seyavi and her 

son have survived the defeat of their tribe: 

The Paiutes had made their last stand at the 
border of the Bitter Lake; battle-driven they died 
in its waters, and the land filled with cattle-men 
and adventurers for gold: this while Seyavi and 
the boy lay up in the caverns of the Black Rock 
and ate tule roots and fresh-water clams that they 
dug out of the slough bottoms with their 

---------,- --~. -
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toes .... That was the time Seyavi learned the 
sufficiency of mother wit (163-4). 

Motherhood that brings wisdom is the essence of this 

feminization. "'A man, 'n says Seyavi of the campoodie, 

"'must have a woman, but a woman who has a child will do 

very well '" (163). The necessity of "reducing life to its 

lowest ebb and yet saving it alive on grasshoppers, lizards, 

and strange herbs" results in this "philosophy of 

life .... She had gone beyond learning to do for her son, 

and learned to believe it worth while" (166-7). Indeed, she 

goes beyond this to become an artist: 

Every Indian woman is an artist,--sees, feels, 
creates, but does not philosophize about her 
processes .... Seyavi's baskets had a touch 
beyond cleverness. The weaver and the warp lived 
next to the earth and were saturated with the same 
elements. (169) 

The woman's art comes, however metaphorically, from the 

earth, in Austin's account, and no doubt her choice of 

subject and. treatment were determined her own dedication to 

art after the birth of her retarded daughter and the failure 

of her marriage. Van Dyke uses the metaphor of feminization 

to account for creation--Nature's art--itself. Austin's 

concerns are more worldly, more grounded: the landscape as 

nothing more nor less than horne, not as feminine but as the 

place and source of human action and meaning, the source of 

art, others' and her own. For the reader, the book itself is 

proof of the validity of the metaphor. 

--------~-- --~ --
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The Desert as a System of Values 

Joseph Wood Krutch's writing, as shown by The Desert 

Year (1952), lies somewhere midway, literally and 

philosophically, between the earlier writers and 

contemporary writers. Krutch treats issues of past desert 

literature--the celebration of the land as horne, as in 

Austin's work, as well as abstractions of Nature and Beauty, 

reminiscent of Van Dyke, with a recognition that the land 

"expresses" abstractions, the projections of a modern man. 

This early passage illustrates the mixture, in this case of 

a quaint feminization of nature and an emphasis on 

subjective, personal truth: 

Nature's way here, her process and her moods, 
correspond to some mood which I find in 
myself .... Something in my~elf can be projected 
upon the visible forms which nature assumes here. 
She permits me to suppose that she is expressing 
something which another much-loved countryside 
left, for all the richness of the things it did 
express, unsaid, even suggested. To try to find 
out what that may be is the reason I have corne to 
look at, to listen to, and, this time if possible, 
to be more intimately a part of, something whose 
meaning I have sensed but not understood. (11) 

The Desert Year reads as an attempt to reconcile the 

particularity of horne with the abstractions of intellectual 

response. Krutch envisions "my horne desert," where "the 

---- ._--_. 
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three of us--myself, the color which I saw, and the Beauty-

of which I was aware--were all there together" (259, 135). 

Krutch approximates Van Dyke's concept of the beauty of 

nature for its own sake when he paraphrases Kant to describe 

his experience of Monument Valley: "a purely aesthetic 

experience is possible only in the presence of something 

~hich provokes no reaction other than contemplation" (249). 

But he explains the failure of this response to achieve a 

lasting reality, for him, because daily interaction with the 

landscape is lacking: 

Having treated [the landscape] as nothing but an 
object of contemplation, it has already lost all 
reality except that of a work of the artistic 
imagination, and I realized again that only a 
country which one has both lived in and 
contemplated can assume in the mind that special 
sort of solidity which no amount of mere sight
seeing can give it. Really to possess the Valley I 
should need both the cowboy's doing and my own 
looking. (250) 

Krutch shares with Van Drke the assumption that "indigenous" 

inhabitants do not properly see, but not, apparently, the 

experience of living with the land while feeling that 

ownership, real or metaphorical, is irrelevant. Perhaps the 

crucial difference is that Van Dyke traveled without time 

limitations and set destinations, while Krutch's experiences 

beyond the Sonoran desert are literally forays out and back 

from horne. In the chapter "Tour of Inspection," he sets out, 

- ------ ----------- ------ -~- - -
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as "a mere sightseer again" to experience the Colorado and 

Mohave deserts in seven days: 

a week will certainly not be long enough to uproot 
me. I will still feel that there is one place I 
belong to. When I come back, it will be with a 
sense of return. (176) 

For Krutch, there is a center in the landscape--"my home 

desert"--whereas for Van Dyke perception is central. And 

for Van Dyke, the landscape doesn't lose value when it 

becomes "a work of the artistic"imagination," as it does for 

Krutch, because the artistic imagination lies at the center. 

Desert writers, writers of the wasteland, concern 

themselves with the issue of use, it seems, since 

uselessness defines the arid lands.. In addition to the 

desert as beloved, Van Dyke recreates the desert as art (for 

its own sake), because: 

The aesthetic sense, the power to enjoy through 
the eye, the ear, and the imagination--is just as 
important a factor in the scheme of human 
happiness as the corporeal sense of eating and 
drinking. (The Desert 60) 

In this way Van Dyke creates a use, a purpose for the 

landscape as it exists. That which appears useless (that 

which doesn't inspire concrete changes to the environment)--

seeing, hearing, thinking, dreaming, appreciating--is not 

useless, so for Van Dyke the desert's value is as an object 

of the imagination. But for Krutch, the imagination is not 

>------ -- ~- - --
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enough; natural beauty is not enough. On returning home from 

his tour of other deserts 

I find this country more than merely aesthetically. 
satisfying .... [T]he desert seems to approve 
and to encourage an attitude with which I have 
found scant sympathy among men ..... [A]II the 
deserts seem to suggest and confirm a system of 
values .... [T]he very fauna and flora proclaim 
that one can have a great deal of certain things 
while having very little of others; that one kind 
of scarcity is compatible with, perhaps even a 

. necessary condition of, another kind of plenty-
for instance, on even the level of things tangible 
or visible, that plenty of light and plenty of 
space may go with a scarcity of water. (180-2) 

Like Van Dyke, Krutch uses the desert to work out 

metaphysical theories of more or less religious intensity. 

Krutch's use of the desert ~ metaphor is quite conscious. 

He credits the landscape for giving him 

very much the kind of thing I learn from an essay 
by Emerson or a poem by Emily 
Dickinson .... When I go back, as I must, to 
live in a world almost wholly man-made .... I 
doubt whether anything else will be so 
continuously in the back of my mind as the 
consciousness of that metaphor which two thousand 
miles of countryside set forth, and I shall not 
forget its lesson: much can be lacking in the 
midst of plenty; on the other hand, where some 
things are scarce others, no less desirable, may 
abound. (183-4) 

Both. Van Dyke and Krutch begin with the desert as an object 

of contemplation. Its scarcity of water determines so much--

the abundance of clear air, so important to Van Dyke, and 

for Krutch, the abundance of "room . . . one of the scarcest 

things on earth for most people because it is one of things 

---- ._--- '- _. 
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which no economy of abundance seems to plan to supply 

abundantly" (97). Krutch identifies what Ed Abbey and other 

contemporary writers value: space for its own sake. The 

desert is valued for what it lack~, for absence, which 

determines beauty and space. Beyond metaphor, the crucial 

rhetorical figure of desert literature is paradox, in this 

case that absence determines substance and uselessness 

determines value. 

Paradox as Argument 

Desert writers fill the absence with their work, with 

language appropriate to the time. Contemporary desert 

literature shows the features of modern, even postmodern, 

literature: the individual isolated from others, language as 

reality, the reliance on irony, knowledge as relative and 

subjective. The desert, the repository of so much absence, 

seems the perfect modern topoi--a place, a locus containing 

and instigating paradox. For instance, ~n Desert Solitaire 

(1968: one year before Jacques Derrida's first major work of 

poststructuralist theory), Ed Abbey feels compelled to 

"confess that I know nothing whatever about true underlying 

reality, having never met any" (xi). Yet, ultimately and 

~~ ~~ -~-~~~ ~~------------- ._- -- - . -
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paradoxically, he asserts an intractable "truth" of the 

desert: 

The finest qualIty of this stone, these plants and 
animals, this desert landscape is the indifference 
manifest to our presence, our absence, our corning, 
our staying, or our going. Whether we live or die 
is a matter of absolutely no concern whatsoever to 
the desert. (301) 

Van Dyke, grounded in his version of nineteenth century 

nature religion, named "the indifference manifest" Nature: 

"She is neither good nor evil; she is only a great law of 

change that passeth understanding" (The Desert 129). The 

desert, for Van Dyke and other nineteenth century nature 

writers before him, is a clear and visible working out of 

Nature. Abbey, on the other hand, confines himself to the 

particulaI's at hand, the surfaces before him, to formulate 

truth. At least that is what he proposes. 

In contemporary nature writing, in accordance with 

literary modernism and postmodernism, the awareness of 

language is treated directly. In the context of contemporary 

literary movements, language, as abstraction, can only lead 

to abstraction. Abbey explains in his "Author's 

Introduction:" 

Since you cannot get the desert into a book any 
more than a fisherman can haul up the sea with his 
nets, I have tried to create a world of words in 
which the desert figures more as medium than as 
material. Not imitation but evocation has been the 
goal. (x) 

----~------ _.-_. 
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Desert Solitaire metonymously becomes the desert, which is 

no longer, as it was for Van Dyke, the object. Abbey 

attempts to use the desert, its surfaces,as "medium," as 

language itself, limited by the concerns suggested by 

literary postmodernism. 

But Abbey's narrative structure and metaphors belie a 

claim to the avant-garde. The book is a mosaic of events and 

reflections from Abbey's experience of several summers, but 

it is cast as one summer., linear from beginning to end. 

Neither the narrative structure nor the figures suggest the 

integral disruption of text and roles (writer and reader) 

central to postmodernism. For instance, the metaphors that 

construct Abbey's evocation include "the garden" (and all 

that suggests), to begin with. To introduce the reader, to 

define territory, Abbey takes inventory of his surroundings: 

Time to inspect the garden. I refer to the garden 
which lies all around me, extending from here to 
the mountains, from here to the Book Cliffs, from 
here to Roberts' Roost and Land's End--an area 
about the size of the Negev and, excepting me and 
the huddled Moabites, uninhabited. (26) 

The comparison with the Holy Land desert underscorez a 

Garden metaphor, but this is Eden after the fall, with 

paradox. Certainly we are in a modern desert, if not a 

postmodern. Not only its size, but its purposelessness 

undercut any garden imagery: 

I have called it a garden, and it is--a rock 
garden. Despite the great variety of living things 
to be found her~, most of the surface of the land, 

---------- _ .. _ .. -
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at least three-quarters of it, is sand or 
sandstone, naked, monolithic, austere and 
unadorned as the sculpture of the moon. It is 
undoubtedly a desert place, clean, pure, totally 
useless, quite unprofitable. (33) 

Having brought the reader to a revised sense of the familiar 

garden I .l\bbey returns to the conventional. The "inventory" 

itself evokes for Abbey the serenity of the conventional 

garden and the awe, the sense of infinite time and space :of 

Paradise: 

[T]here is still too much to see and marvel at, 
the world very much alive in the bright light and 
wind, exultant with the fever of spring, the 
delight of morning. Strolling on, it seems to me 
that the strangeness and wonder of existence are 
emphasized here in the desert, by the comparative 
sparsity of the flora and fauna: life not crowded 
upon life as in other places but scattered abroad 
in spareness and simplicity, with a generous gift 
of space for each herb and bush and tree, each 
stern of grass, so that the living organism stands 
out bold and brave and vivid against the lifeless 
sand and ba~ren rock. The extreme clarity of the 
desert light is equaled by the extreme 
individuation of desert life-forms. Love flowers 
best in openness and freedom. (29) 

Abbey transforms the desert into a garden and then into a 

Garden. The "strangeness and wonder of existence" are 

heightened by the contrast of life and lifelessness, a 

contrast impossible in Eden but here leading directly to the 

modern solace, individuals (the writer, the reader) loving. 

While keeping to conventional forms and images, Abbey 

initiates the paradoxes (first noted by Van Dyke, who found 

----------~- _ .. ~ . -
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beauty instead of terror) that would facilitate Burkian 

"consubstantiality" with a contemporary audience. 

Paradoxically, one of the qualities Abbey bestows on 

the desert, as did Van Dyke, is immortality, so that the 

landscape becomes an emblem of immortality even as nature 

writers fear its loss. For Van Dyke, 

[S]ooner or later Nature will surely come to her 
own again. Nothing human is of long 
duration .... She works not for man's enjoyment, 
but for her own satisfaction and her own 
glory .... [W]hen man is gone, the sand and the 
heat will come back to the desert. The desolation 
of the kingdom will live again, and down in the 
Bottom of the Bowl the opalescent mirage will 
waver skyward on wings of light, serene in its 
solitude, though no human eye sees nor human 
tongue speaks its loveliness. (The Desert 62) 

Abbey repeats Van Dyke's note of cynicism triumphant in his 

vision of the beauty of a world without humans: 

Let men in their madness blast every city on earth 
into black rubble and envelope the entire planet 
in a cloud of lethal gas--the canyons and hills, 
the springs and rocks will still be here, the 
sunlight will filter through, water will form and 
warmth shall be upon the land and after sufficient 
time, no matter how long, somewhere, living things 
will emerge and join and stand once again, this 
time perhaps to take a different and better 
course. (Desert Solitaire 301) 

This vision of nature without humanity, perhaps for Van Dyke 

a way of facing the industrial revolution's impending 

destruction of nature, occurs in Abbey's work, with added 

urgency perhaps accounted for by civilization's new capacity 

for destruction. The suggestion, even assumption, of 
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annihilation has, paradoxically, the rhetorical effect of 

being the ultimate argument for preservation. 

Like Van Dyke, Abbey calls us to acutely experience 

physical reality, but for Abbey this means, ostensibly, to 

stop short of making metaphors: 

For my own part! am pleased enough with 
surfaces--in fact they alone seem to me to be of 
much importance. such things for example as the 
grasp of a child's hand in your own, the flavor of 
an apple, the embrace of friend or lover, the silk 
of a girl's thigh, the sunlight on rock and 
leaves . . . the face of the wind--what else is 
there? What else do we need? (xi) 

This is Abbey's project: to hold himself to surfaces, to 

claim for the reader (and for his ethos) the "truth" of 

physical reality. Unlike Van Dyke, Abbey uses the details of 

his own presence in the desert--his encounters with wildlife 

and men, his memories, his job, his bacon and eggs--to 

realize its surfaces. Van Dyke attempted to eliminate the 

story of the observer in favor of the observations, as much 

as possible, to strengthen ethos with logos; Abbey includes 

"the human element," perhaps in order to highlight the 

physical reality not so much by description as by contrast, 

to assure the reader of his character so that we believe his 

vision of the desert, Lying naked on a Utah mountain, 

Del iberatel y, I compose my mind, . . . Undt~r the 
influence of cosmic rays I try for cosmic 
intuitions--and end up earthbound as always, with 
a vision not of the universal but of a small and 
mortal particular, unique and disparate ... her 
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smile, her eyes in firelight, her touch. Well, let 
it be. (256) 

As a contemporary writer, Abbey imposes limits on 

abstraction by returning always to the ordinariness of the 

particular. In this desert, truth mayor may not exist: Van 

Dyke tried to reach it and preach it by penetrating vision 

to describe and illustrate it. Abbey's injunction is that 

"If we could learn to love space as deeply as we are now 

obsessed with time, we might discover a new meaning in the 

phrase to live like men" (66). He continually attempts to 

surrender abstraction to make a religion of this place, but 

in his attempts, under protest, he claims abstraction for 

himself and his readers as well. 

Abbey directly addresses the issue of abstraction, of 

making metaphors from what we see, when discussing Delicate 

Arch: 

Depending on your preconceptions you may see the 
eroded remnaIlLt of a sandstone fin, a giant 
engagement ring cemented in rock, a bow-legged 
pair of petrified cowboy chaps, a triumphal arch 
for a procession of angels, ... You may 
therefore find proof for or against His existence. 
Suit yourself. (41) 

For Abbey, the "meaning" of the desert, by definition, lies 

beyond metaphor: 

If Delicate Arch has any significance it lies, I 
will venture, in the power of the odd and 
unexpected to startle the senses and surprise the 
mind out of their ruts of habit, to compel us into 
a reawakened awareness of the wonderful. . The 
shock of the real. For a little while we are again 

----------- --- --
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marvels. (41-2) 

Meaning resides only in the thing itself, revealing its 
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character, a position reminiscent of Van Dyke's insistence 

on everything for its own sake: 

Why not the beauty of the horned toad and the 
serpent? ... Nature's work is all of it good, 
all of it purposeful, all of it wonderful, all of 
it beautiful .... She designs for the cactus of 
the desert as skilfully and as faithfully as for 
the lily of the garden. Each in its way is suited 
to its place, and each in its way has its unique 
beauty of character. (The Desert 192-3) 

Abbey suggests appreciation requires limiting the mind, 

while paradoxically acknowledging (in the book Desert 

Images, done in collaboration with the photographer David 

Muench) that "All deserts begin in the mind" (13): 

What does the desert mean? It means what it is. It 
is there; it will be there when we are gone. But 
for awhile we living things--men, women, birds, 
coyotes howling far off on yonder stony ridge--we 
were a part of it all. That should be enough. 
(Desert Images '224) 

But it isn't, especially for Abbey, who made a living of 

composing a desert for his readers. Art--or nature--for its 

own sake, or not, is still the issue, decades after Van 

Dyke's attempt to settle it. In his lengthiest discussion of 

"what the desert means," near the end of Desert Solitaire, 

Abbey goes beyond what is "enough" to ascribe some 

qualities, even as he recognizes the danger "of confusing 

the thing observed with the mind of the observer," as well 

--------- .-- --_ .. -
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as of "separating too deeply the observer and the thing 

observed" (270). The discussion of these issues claim, 

consubstantially, both an intelligent audience and an 

intellectual ethos. Attempting to answer the question, "what 

is the peculiar quality or character of the desert that 

distinguishes it, in spiritual appeal, from other forms of 

landscape?", he identifies paradoxes, while invoking the 

veiling metaphor, after Van Dyke: 

The desert says nothing. Completely passive, acted 
upon but never acting, the desert lies there like 
the bare skeleton of Being, spare, sparse, 
austere, utterly worthless, inviting not love but 
contemplation .... Despite its clari'ty and 
simplicity, however, the desert wears at the same 
time, paradoxically, a veil of mystery. Motionless 
and silent it evokes in us an elusive hint of 
something unknown, unknowable, about to be 
revealed. Since the desert does not act it seems 
to be waiting--but waiting for what? ... There 
is something about the desert that the human 
sensibility cannot assimilate .... Even after 
years of intimate contact and search this quality 
of strangeness in the desert remains 
undiminished .... Where is the heart of the 
desert? I used to think that somewhere in the 
American Southwest, impossible to say exactly 
where, all of these wonders which intrigue the 
spirit would converge upon a climax--and 
resolution .... I am convinced now that the 
desert has no heart, that is presents a riddle 
which has no answer, and that the riddle itself is 
an illusion created by some limitation or 
exaggeration of the displaced human 
consciousness .... I find myself in the end 
returning to the beginning, and can only say, as I 
said in the first place: There is something about 
the desert (271-3). 

Simplicity and mystery, silence and revelation--Abbey names 

paradoxes that continue to draw people to this landscape, as 

------------- ----- ._-- --.-
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Van Dyke did in his modernistically ambiguous conclusion to 

The Deser_t.: "Mystery--that haunting sense of the unknown--is 

all that ~emains" (233). Abbey ascribes a passivity to the 

desert (its understated seasonal changes, its lack of 

glaciers, avalanches?) that "seems to be waiting" (271), but 

it is we who are waiting, of course, not the desert--

awaiting revelation, paradoxically indifferent to its 

manifestations. 

Ed Abbey's vision of the desert is a nostalgic one: the 

desert that begins in this mind is one of memory, despite 

his suggestion of an overriding immortality. He described 

his best work, Desert Solitaire (1968), as "not a travel 

guide but an elegy. A memorial" (xii). While Van Dyke had to 

forecast the loss of the desert--he invites the reader in 

his final chapter to "Come to the eastern side of the peak 

and look out once more upon the desert while there is time" 

(229)--to emphasize its value, Abbey has only to rail 

against recent history. He suggests a quite literal, most 

transactional, way' of using the book: 

You're holding a tombstone in your hands. A bloody 
rock. Don't drcp it on your foot--throw it at 
something big and glassy. What do you have to 
lose? (xii) 

An ultimate paradox, an ultimate rhetorical device: the book 

as rock, piece of desert--immovable, eternal--and also as 

protest, action. To realize his emphasis on surfaces, Abbey 
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proposes the book itself become a literal medium, one loud 

word. 

The Desert as Teacher 

Barry Lopez's Desert Notes (1976) brings the audience 

to the landscape in perhaps-its first postmodern reading. 

Van Dyke told the visual story, and Austin and others told 

their story of human and natural wonders. Abbey tells the 

modern story, his personal story of loss, of a man who can 

only know what he can at the moment touch, set in the 

confusion and destruction that characterizes modern societ.y. 

But Lopez'~ is the story of the story, the reading of the 

reading: how to get there, how to be there to read it 

yourself to make your own story. The experience of the 

desert, always subjective but temporarily, individually 

true, is made object. 

Barry Lopez's desert, in Desert Notes (1976), is 

peopled. Like Abbey, he gives us images of long-disappeared 

native people and glimpses of contemporary desert dwellers, 

tapping the mystery he images desert people felt, but his 

vision culminates in an experience of the desert's harshness 

that makes it no less de8irab1e, while Abbey's culminates in 

----------.-- --~ - -
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longing. In contrast to Abbey, but like Van Dyke, the reader 

literally inhabits the landscape. Lopez writes: 

I know you are tired. I am tired too. Will you 
walk along the edge of the desert with 
me? ... Do you hear how silent it is? ... I 
will leave you alone to look out on the desert. 
(3, 5) 

For Lopez, the desert is a medium for transformation, a 

teacher, and what it teaches is "how to avoid what is 

unnecessary" (78). This teaching, for the audience Lopez 

claims, proceeds by direct attention to the teaching 

metaphor and paradoxes identified with learning. 

Lopez, like Van Dyke, uses the second person to close 

the distance between the reader and writer. In his 

"Introduction," the explicit metaphor of learning shows the 

transformation of the desert from object to teacher: 

The land does not give easily. The desert is like 
a boulder; you expect to wait .... But you 
expect sometime it will loosen into pieces to be 
examined .... You can't get at it this way. You 
must corne with no intentions of discovery. You 
must overhear things, as though you'd corne into a 
small and desolate town and paused by an open 
window. ( xi ) 

The desert is a teacher, but the teacher is not at all 

interested in the student. Lopez describes an experience of 

driving on a straight road through the desert, letting go of 

the steering wheel, then leaving the driver's-§eat, then 

leaving the vehicle altogether, to illustrate the essential 

instruction, that "By a series of strippings such as this 

--<---~ 
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one enters the desert" (xii). Being taught is a matter of 

becoming so like the desert that one is absorbed into it: 

When I first came into the desert I was arrested 
by the space first, especiailly what hung in a 
layer just above the dust of the desert floor. The 
longer I regarded it the clearer it became that 
its proportion had limits, that it had an 
identity, like the air around a stone. I suspected 
that everything I'd come here to find out was 
hidden inside that sheet of space. 2 

I developed methods of inquiry, although I 
appeared to be doing nothing at all. I appeared 
completely detached. I appeared to be smelling my 
hands cupped full of rocks. I appearea-to be 
asleep. But I was not. Even inspecting an 
abandoned building at some distance from the 
desert I would glance over in that direction, 
until I was almost successful. Toward the end of 
my inquiry I moved with exquisite ease. But I 
could not disguise the waiting. 

One morning as I stood watching the sun rise, 
washing out the blue black, watching the white 
crystalline stars fade, my bare legs quivering in 
the cool air, I noticed my hands had begun to 
crack and turn to dust. (xii-xiii) 

The desert is first a place to penetrate, to learn from, but 

the careful observer ends by being subsumed, absorbed. As 

with other contemporary desert literature, paradox figures 

importantly. 

Lopez identifies the paradoxical dangers of "being 

fooled" by the desert in the concept of transformation. 

First, the reader is not to believe what has been said of 

2 Like Van Dyke, Lopez identifies as most important the 
air, as having an undefinable but central identity--the 
intangible made tangible by language. 

--------------------- -.-- -
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the desert, and then what the desert itself seems to say, 

and finally, what the author says. 

I know what they tell you about the desert but you 
mustn't believe them. This is no deathbed. Dig 
down, the earth is moist .... You can see out 
there to the edge where the desert stops and the 
mountains begin. You think it is perhaps ten 
miles. It is more than a hundred .... Here 
things are sharp, elemental .... [E]xp1anations 
will occur to you, seeming to clarify; but they 
can be a kind of trick. You will think you have 
hold of the idea when you only have hold of its 
clothing .... Moving on is not important. You 
must wait. You must take things down to the core. 
You must be careful with everything, even with 
what I tell you. {3-4} 

The earth here is not dry, but wet, the distances are not 

short, but far, what the traveler/reader learns will seem 

accurate but is not. Transformation consists of moving 

carefully, seeing with minute observations, through paradox: 

I've been told there is very little time left, 
that we must get all these things about time and 
place straight. If we don't, we will only have 
passed on and have changed nothing. That is why we 
are here I think, to change things. It is why I 
carne to the desert. 

The desert changes us, even though "we are here, I think, to 

change things." 

other writers treat the desert's effect on the 

traveler, beginning with Van Dyke's insistence on the value 

of satisfying the aesthetic sense, supported by scientific 

explanations of visual illusion and the meteorological, 

biological, and geological aspects of the desert. Krutch 

directly places metaphysical value on the experience, 
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supported by references to Wordsworth, Thoreau, and Pater in 

the identification of "an ideal sort of awareness" (The 

Desert Year 46-8). The modern and postmodern writers connect 

the metaphysical experience (or aesthetic, or whatever the 

experience is that is not defined by material gain) of the 

desert to the body directly. Abbey instructs the reader to 

"walk, better yet crawl, on hands and knees, over the 

sandstone and through the thornbush and cactus. When traces 

of blood begin to mark your trail you'll se~ something, 

maybe" (Desert Solitaire xii). Lopez focuses nearly 

exclusively on this connection, on the actual transformation 

to the state of knowing "how to avoid what is unnecessary." 

For Lopez, the overcoming of fear forges the connection 

of the body to the landscape. He writes of rattlesnakes, the 

inspiration of fear, as a metaphor for fear: 

I must tell you something else. I have waited out 
here for rattlesnakes. They never come. The moment 
eludes me and I hate it. But it keeps me out here. 
I would like to trick the rattlesnake into killing 
itself. I would like this kind of finality. I 
would like to begin again with the snake. If such 
a thing were possible, the desert would be safe. 
You could stay here forever. (4) 

The possibility of a final overcoming of fear, of. killing 

fear, compels Lopez to remain. Such a feat, "to begin again 

with the snake," would transform our pzrceptic.m and so the 

reality of the desert, recalling Abbey's "garden." The 

transformation requires patience and close attention, to 

--------- .-- - .- ........ 
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sort through trickery (even one's own) and to authenticate 

one's own experience: 

I will give you a few thing: bits of rock, a few 
twigs, this shell of a beetle blown out here by 
the wind. You should try to put the bits of rock 
back together to form a stone, although I cannot 
say that all these pieces are from the same 
stone .... You should try to coax some leaves 
from these twigs .... And you will have to find 
out what happened to the rest of the beetle, the 
innards. When you have done these things you will 
know a little more than you did before. But be 
careful. It will occur to you that these tasks are 
silly or easily done. This is a sign, the first 
one, that you are being fooled .... 

I will leave you alone to look out on the 
desert. What makes you want to leave now is what 
is trying to kill you. Have the patience to wait 
until the rattlesnake kills itself. Others may 
tell you that this has already happened, and this 
may be true. But wait until you see for yourself, 
until you are sure. 

With these instructions that border on parable, Lopez 

suggests nothing less than self-transformation. Desert 

writers before him serve as examples of such a process but 

hardly attempt to instruct the reader. Even Van Dyke's "you" 

is only being told "something of what I have seen in these 

two years of wandering" (The Desert ix). The 

metaph.orical/allegorical quality of the statement "Have the 

patience to wait until the rattlesnake kills itself" does 

not detract from the reader's capacity to receive it as a 

personal and particular instruction--in the best sense, a 

transactional reading. 
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Lopez's title is apt because Desert Notes quite 

literally instructs in the possibility of transformation, 

using metaphor, and in some chapters, suc!1 as "The Wind" and 

"Coyote and Rattlesnake," allegory. Unlike the desert 

writers before him, Lopez consistently imagines the reader, 

as ~lell as himself, in the desert. Only Van Dyke approaches 

such a direct relationship with the reader, but the 

"content" of the desert is his focus, not being (his or his 

reader's) in the desert. Van Dyke's book ends with 

"Mystery--that haunting sense of the unknown--" (233); 

Lopez's with instructions, literal and metaphorical, to 

"Prepare for the impact of nothing," to learn "how to avoid 

what is unnecessary" (78). Van Dyke paints the desert; Lopez 

teaches it, guiding the reader through the paradoxes of 

relationship to this landscape. 

The Land Sp1eaks 

The poet Joy Harjo, in Secrets From the Center of the 

World (1989), written in collaboration with the photographer 

Stephen Strom, presents a rhetoric of the landscape--how to 

experience it--that draws on her Native American heritage 

and extends "the story of the story" even farther than 

Lopez, while returning the "center" of the landscape to the 

.. _._---------_ .. - ---- --
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land. For Harjo, metaphors of the landscape are undercut by 

her insistence on the literal: the land is language, story, 

memory and dream, horne. Harjo resolves issues of metaphor 

and paradox by simple assertion, especially by her use of 

simile rather than metaphor and the spareness of 

elaboration. In contrast to Abbey's view of the desert as 

passive, waiting, the poetic prose accompanying the finely 

detailed photographs describe the landscape as speaking, 

moving, containing, creating. 3 The land, as home, is the 

center. 

Harjo writes in the "Preface:" 

All landscapes have a history, much the same as 
people exist within cultures, even tribes. There 
are distinct voices, languages that belong to 
particular areas. There are voices inside rock, 
shallow washesi shifting skies; they are not 
silent. And there is movement, not always the 
violent motion of earthquakes associated with the 
earth's motion or the steady unseen swirl through 
the heavens, but other motion, subtle, unseen, 
like breathing. A motion, a sound, that if you 
allow your own inner workings to stop long enough, 
moves into th~ place inside you that mirrors a 
similar landscape; you too can see it, feel it, 
hear it, know it. ("Preface") 

The land is not metaphor for the spirit; it actually enters 

and then can be experienced. "A motion, a sound," as literal 

entities, recall Abbey's assertion that the desert "means 

3 "Poetic prose" is Harjo's own terminology. Personal 
interview, 18 October 1990. 

----- -~ .--
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what it is," although Harjo's and Strom's views of "what it 

is" are more concentrated, more literally visible. 

The land speaks story. 

From the mud hills of Nazlini to Moencopi Rise, on 
the other side of Tuba City, the earth Strom 
photographs speaks powerful stories. They are of 
its own origins as the keeper of bones; of 
survival; of the travels and changes of the people 
moving on it, inside it; of skies. And the stories 
change with light, with what is spoken, with what 
i:5 1 i ved. ("Preface") 

Harjo can name the metaphors that initiate stories, but 

attempts to dissolve or reverse the metaphorical to 

emphasize the literal experience. A poem that accompanies a 

photograph of a desert stream particularly identifies the 

question of metaphor: 

I don't imagine the turquoise bracelet the dusky 
wash makes, or the red hills circling the dreaming 
eye of this sacred land. I don't imagine anything 
but the bracelet around my wrist, the red scarf 
around my neck as I urge my pretty horse home. (8) 

The "I don't imagine" ironically creates the metaphorical 

image; the literal bracelet and scarf are "real." Or is it 

that the metaphorical images need n~t be imagined, are real, 

but the literal must be constantly recalled? 

This land is a poem of ochre and burnt sand I 
could never write, unless paper were the sacrament 
of sky, and ink the broken line of wild horses 
staggering the horizon several miles away. Even 
then, does anything written ever matter to the 
earth, wind, and sky? (30) 

The land is beyond metaphor, beyond thought. It is language 

and also what is beyond language. What is beyond language is 

----------- --~ --
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"the center," perhaps, the "secrets" being the st.ories that 

are the way we can know it. No questions of paradox-

reality/story, landscape/poem--are admitted: the land is 

there, in the photographs to see, accompanied by Harjo's 

unelaborated, asserted vision. 

The paradoxes integral to other desert writing--the 

desert as a place of openness/mystery, scarcity/ 

abundance, deatn/life, as for Van Dyke, Krutch, Abbey-

dissolve, for Harjo, in the nature and the intensity of the 

connection between metaphor and landscape, between thought 

and object. Van Dyke privileges the object over the 

observer, using science (even of aesthetics) as a clear 

window onto the desert. Lummis seusationalizes the desert, 

romanticizes it without showing any passionate personal 

connection. Austin draws a loving portrait of the land as 

home, a metaphor she shares with Harjo rooted, perhaps, in 

their feminine vantage points. Modern writers suggest more 

directly a contemplative view, a transaction between the 

object and the observer. Krutch offen~ it as "proof . . . of 

the existence of Man" (The Desert Year 129). Abbey values it 

for the "shock of the real" (Desert Solitaire 42). 

Postmodern writers focus on the viewing itself, the 

transaction. Lopez enters the desert "by a series of 

strippings," to wait and be transformed: "I noticed my hands 

had began to crack and to turn to dust" (Desert Notes xii-

- - --.. - ----------------- --- --
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xiii). Harjo's version of the transaction emphasizes 

fluidity, unity. In writing of strom's photographs, Harjo 

states that his "extremely fine depth of field emphasizes" 

the way the land speaks. "strom's photographs emphasize the 

'not-separate' that is within and that moves harmoniously 

upon the landscape" ("Preface"). Harjo identifies the 

fluidity of "story," of what is inside or out, earth or 

human: 

Don't bother the earth spirit who lives here. She 
is working on a story. It is the oldest story in 
the world and it is delicate, changing. If she 
sees you watching· she will invite you in for 
coffee, give you warm bread, and you will be 
obligated to stay and listen. But this is no 
ordinary story. You will have to endure 
earthquakes, lightning, the deaths of all those 
you love, the most blinding beauty. It's a story 
so compelling you may never want to leave; this is 
how she traps you. See that stone finger over 
there? That is the only one who ever escaped. (54) 

This seduction by the earth's story is metaphorical, but 

escape occurs only by entering the metaphor; we become 

objects taking our place in the story, and then the metaphor 

dissolves because we no longer think it. 

The use of Stephen Strom's photographs in Secrets From 

the Center of the World clarifies the relation of story to 

the land, of metaphor and object. For Harjo, the earth 

speaks and 

The camera eye becomes a space you can move 
through into the powerful landscapes that he 
photographs. The horizon may shift and change 

-------- -- -- ,-



around you, but underneath it is the heart from 
which we move. ("Preface") 

story comes from a center in the land, just as language 

point.s to what is beyond language. "The camera is used to 

see with a circular viewpoint," Harjo writes, 
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The photographs are not separate from the land, or 
larger than it. Rather they gracefully and 
respectfully exist inside it. Breathe with it. The 
world is not static but inside a field that 
vibrates. The whole earth vibrates. Stephen strom 
knows this, sees this, and successfully helps us 
to remember. ("Preface") 

There is a center, "underneath" the horizon. Harjo's first 

piece begins, "My house is the red earth; it could be the 

center of the world" (2). The final line of the book, "It is 

more than beautiful at the center of the world," follows the 

description of the landscape as "an earth house made of 

scarlet, of jet, of ochre, of white shell ii (50). What begins 

as a suggestion to the reader ts ultimately an assertion: 

this land is home, source of language, the center. 

The Desert as Metaphor 

A brief historical survey of Southwest desert 

iiterature, of its rhetorical arguments as demonstrated by 

literary figures, begins with Van Dyke's insistence on the 

value of satisfying the aesthetic sense, privileging the 
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object over the observer, 'using science (the physics of 

vision, natural history and geology). Lurnmis sensationalizes 

the desert, romanticizes it without showing any passionate 

personal connection. Austin draws a loving portrait of the 

land as home, a metaphor she shares with Harjo, rooted, 

perhaps, in their feminine vantage points. 

Modern writers suggest more directly a contemplative 

view, a transaction between the object and the observer. 

Krutch proposes the desert as "proof . of the existence 

of Man" (The Desert Year 129). Writers influenced by 

postmodernism connect the metaphysical (or aesthetic) 

experience of the desert to the body directly. Abbey values 

the desert for the "shock of the real" (Desert Solitaire 

42). He instructs the reader to "walk, better yet cra1l71, on 

hands and knees, over the sandstone and through the 

thornbush and cactus. When traces of blood begin the mark 

your trail you'll see something, maybe" (xii). The 

relationship to landscape, philosophical and physical, 

begins to define the self and argues for a way of defining 

the self. 

Postmodern writers focus on the viewing itself, the 

transaction. Lopez enters the desert "by a series of 

strippings," to wait and be transformed: "I noticed my hand 

had begun to crack and turn to dust" (Desert Notes xii

xiii). He focuses on the actual transformation to the state 

-- ,--- ,-_. 



of knowing "how to avoid what is unnecessary." Harjo's 

version of the transaction assumes fluidity, unity, the 

elimination of dichotomies of land/language, seer/story-

toward a dissolving of the tension of the relationship of 

human to land, because there is no relationship when 

observer and object interpenetrate. 

,·0' 
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Desert literature, from the beginning, consists of 

encounters with "otherness," attempts to present what 

various writers understand of their relationship with nature 

in the context of this place, whose received qualities-

intractability, desolation, inhospitality--have corne to 

define it. Each writer composes a version of the 

relationship to this landscape so characterized by absence-

of water, trees, cities and people. The writer uses the 

novelty of the region, the audience's lack of familiarity, 

the feeling of otherness defined by absences to the point 

that the desert becomes a void, an empty wasteland, to argue 

a particular relationship with nature, intentional or not. 

The writer's relationship, then, determines what is seen. 

The metaphor of the writer's reading of the landscape is 

important because reading automatically encompasses 

valorization: texts and landscapes can be useful or 

beautiful, or various combinations of the two qualities. The 

development of desert literature draws on literary theory 

and provides a discrete, specific context for investigatio~. 

- - -- .. ----------------
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The novelist and naturalist John Fowles, in his long 

essay The Tree (1979), argues that a synthesis of the ways 

of seeing nature would facilitate an easier relationship 

with it: "Achieving a relationship with nature is both a 

science and an art, beyond mere knowledge or mere feeling 

alolie" (39). Ironically, this synthesis can only be achieved 

when the "otherness" is acknowledged: 

We shall never fully understand nature (or 
ourselves), and certainly never respect it, until 
we dissociate the wild from the notion of 
usability--however innocent and harmless the use. 
For it is the general uselessness of so much of 
nature that lies at the root of our ancient 
hostility and indifference to it .... It may 
sound paradoxical, but we shall not cease to be 
alienated-~by our knowledge, by our greed, by our 
vanity--from nature until we grant it its 
unconscious alienation from us. (39-40) 

Even the most successful use of the two components of nature 

writing, science and romance, contributes to an 

understanding of our relationship with nature, not an 

understanding of nature itself. Something essentially 

unknowable by us, who see only reflections of our own 

figures whether we look within or without, defies any 

attempt at a comprehensive reading of nature, or even of a 

particular landscape. The desert manifests alienation. At 

the very least, metaphor and paradox can illuminate the 

alien. At most, they enrich a regional literature to reflect 

and determine human relationships with the land. 

----------- - - - -
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